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Romans 8:19-22 has always held a prominent place in theological dis—
cussions concerning the eschatology of the New Testament. Within the 
Lutheran theological tradition, it has become the center of exegetical 
controversy between the adherents of Paul Gerhardt's views on the annihil—
atio mundi and those of Luther who favor the concept of an eschatological 
conversio mundi. Similarly, within the Roman Catholic tradition, it is 
frequently employed as the locus classicus for the concept of "Universal 
Salvation" as opposed to the concept of a "Cosmic Redemption". More re—
cently, this passage has received renewed prominence in the eschatological 
thought of the contemporary "Theology of Hope". 
It is not the purpose of this study to review and evaluate either the 
past or the present systematic discussions of this passage, but to offer 
a critical exegesis of the text. Such an exegesis, of course, will have 
a direct bearing upon the past and present dogmatic debates. These im-
plications will be pointed out where appropriate. 
Because of its rather enigmatic character, this passage has enjoyed 
quite a colorful history of interpretation. One of the earliest commen-
tators on Romans 8:19-22 could very well have been the author of II Peter. 
Commenting on the eschatological teaching of the apostle Paul, the author 
of this epistle remarks, "So also our beloved brother Paul wrote to you 
according to the wisdom given him, speaking of this as he does in all 
his letters. There are some things in them hard to understand. . ."! 
(3:15f). He certainly didn't overstate the matter. 
In his preface to a sermon based on this text, Martin Luther likewise 
refers to the difficulty and uniqueness of Romans 8:19-22: 
Der heilige Paulus fueret hie eine sonderliche rede fur 
alien andern Aposteln, und lauten seine wort, so zum ersten 
her gchen, gleich wuenderlich und seltzam, Daruemb wollen 
sie mit vieis gestudirt und mit eigener erfarung erkennet 
werden. . . . Daruemb ein Christ, der solche erfarung nicht 
hat, wird gar ein geringen geschmack oder geruch aus solchen 
worten Pauli haben, ja sie werden jm gar undeudsch sein" (WA, 
XLI, 301, 14-21). 
It would be presumptuous for this writer to claim either the mas-
tery of Scripture or the personal experience in life which Luther con-
sidered requisite for an accurate understanding of this passage. But 
an attempt has been made to meet these criteria, at least to the degree 
possible for the author. It is to be hoped that these efforts have not 
been without result. 
The title and outline of this study intentionally betray a certain 
el""•\ understanding of the construction of Romans Ba9-22. The-entire passage 
revolves around the thoxapa5oxfa xTiozco‘ . Chapter One deals with 
the interpretation of this phrase and with the object of this expectant 
waiting mentioned in verse 19: "the revelation of the sons of God". 
Chapter Two deals with verse 20 of the pericope and, in particular, with 
the occasion for this waiting of creation: it waits because it has been 
"subjected to futility". In Chapter Three, verse 21 is examined with 
reference to the motive for creation's waiting: creation hopes to be 
set free. Finally, Chapter Four deals with verse 22 which offers a 
confirmatory sign of creation's expectant waiting-in-hope, a sign intro-
duced by the phrase "We know. . • • 
This outline can be illustrated by--and many of the exegetical con-
clusions arrived at in this paper are anticipated in—the following trans- 
1°i" lation: 
iv 
For creation waits eagerly--with outstretched head, so to speak--
for this revelation to be made to God's sons. (For creation was 
made subject to futility--not of its own free will, but in accor—
dance with the will of Him who subjected it.) Creation's expec—
tant waiting is grounded in its hope that it, too, will be set 
free from the slavery of its present state of corruptibility, and 
be introduced into the freedom of the future state of glory that 
belongs to God's children. For we know that to this very day all 
creation has been groaning together in the pangs of childbirth. 
In a sense, the four chapters of this study are merely. extended footnotes 
to this translation. 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE OBJECT OF CREATION'S WAITING 
A -rap Imokapaboxia Tfi4 xTfaeaK w v &TIOXOWSIV TVW VIMV TOU 0600 &TMX66(eTal• 
"For creation waits eagerly--with outstretched head, so to speak--for 
this revelation to be made to God's sons" (v. 19). 
The unprepared reader, happening upon this pericope of Romans eight, 
is apt to be somewhat puzzled--and understandably so; for the precise 
connection of this passage to the rest of the chapter is a bit obscure. 
Yet there is a connection--and a very logical one at that, as a careful 
consideration of the context clearly reveals. 
According to the useful outline of Romans offered by Anders Nygren1, 
chapters four through eight comprise the second major division of the 
epistle. Having argued in the first four chapters that righteousness 
comes only by faith, Paul turns his attention to the existential impli—
cations of this righteousness: "He who through faith is righteous shall 
live." This life is described as a life of freedom: freedom from wrath 
(chapter five), freedom from sin (chapter six), freedom from law (chapter 
seven), and freedom from death (chapter eight). 
In 8:2 Paul introduces the thought that those who have received the 
Spirit of Christ are set free from their bondage to death. True, they 
still must experience suffering and even, one day, death. But now they 
have the assurance of a new life through the Spirit (v. 11), a life of 
glory. Consequently, even the sufferings which they experience in this 
present life "are not worth comparing with the glory that is to be re—
vealed" to them in the new creation (v. 18). It is at this point that 
2 
Paul introduces the theme of the eager expectation of creation. 
The conjunction Yap indicates that what is to follow is somehow 
connected to what has just been said in the preceeding verses. The pre-
cise relation must be gathered from the context.2 
Kirk suggests that in verse 19 Paul is underscoring the certainty 
of the future glory promised to the children of God in verse 18. The 
connection might be expressed as follows: "If, as we believe, the re-
demption of the entire universe depends upon the 'revelation of the sons 
of God', how certain it is that that revelation will take place! The 
issues involved are too great for God's plans in this direction to be 
changed."3  Kuss agrees that it is the certainty of the future glory 
that is being stressed; in fact, he sees this as the emphasis of the 
entire pericope: "Mit dem 'denn' (rip) wird der gesamte Zusammenhang 
vv. 19-22 begrandend an v. 18 angeschlossen: die Sicherheit der Hoff-
nung auf eine aberaus 'herrliche' Vollendung ergibt sich zunachst aus 
dem gegenwlrtigen Zustand der 'Schapfung'."4 Althaus goes even further 
and extends this to include the entire section from verse 19 to verse 
26f: "Diese Herrlichkeit ist uns gewiss. Alles drangt ihr entgegen. Die 
ganze Kreatur seufzt (v. 19-22), die Christen seufzen (v. 23-25), ja 
auch der Heilige Geist seufzt (v. 26f.) --wie sollte der barmherzige Gott 
dieses seufzen nicht erhbrent"5 
But even though a note of certainty is unmistakably present in these 
verses, the context indicates that Paul is reflecting here not so much on 
the certainty of the future glory as on the contrast between that future 
(""*\ glory and the sufferings of the present. Thus Philippi, giving full 
weight to the plUovisfav, asserts that what is being affirmed in verse 19 
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is not the certainty but simply the futurity of the promised glory.6 
But as Meyer correctly observes, this futurity is already quite 
"self-evident".7 It is difficult to see why Paul would have felt a need 
to confirm it. FUrthermore, peXXouoav is by no means all that emphatic. 
It merely stands in contrast to -roU vtiv xartioa, qualifying the noun 66a 
in the same way that TOU vov xalpo0 qualifies mmeilaTa. The emphasis is 
not on the present-future antithesis but on the contrast between:lc:941=Tc: 
and Oka: "the sufferings of the present are nothing in comparison with 
the glory of the future." 
Consequently, "the great majority of interpreters from Origen and 
Chrysostom to the present"
8 
agree that what is being affirmed in verse 
19 is the greatness of the glory promised in verse 18. 'As Schmidt puts 
it, "Paulus macht dem Leser die Grasse der zukanftigen Herrlichkeit 
durch deutlich, dass er die ganze Kreatur auf die Zeit ihres Anbruchs 
warten lUsst."9  
Murray, however, is not convinced. He suggests that Paul is point-
ing to creation's patient, persistent waiting as an example for Christians 
to emulate as they too await the promised glory to be revealed to them: 
It seems that verse 19 is intended to lend confirmation and 
support to the patient and confident expectation to which, 
by implication, believers are urged in verse 18 and that 
this is done by instancing the "earnest expectation" of the 
creation. If "the creation" entertains persistent expecta-
tion, believers f6ould do likewise- -let us be astride the 
creation itself. 
In support of Murray's position, evidence might be adduced from the 
context. One of Paul's chief concerns in the last half of chapter eight 
certainly is to lend encouragement to Christians who are facing suffer-
ing and persecution, that they might remain steadfast in their faith and 
hope (cf. verses 18, 25, 28, 31-39). Yet Paul does this not by holding 
up before their eyes the example of creation's patient waiting, but by 
demonstrating how insignificant their present sufferings are in compar—
ison with the greatness of the glory that has been promised to them. 
How does the introduction of xTfatc in verse 19 enhance the conception 
of the greatness of the future glory? Knox expresses the thought as fol—
lows: "We do not grasp how great this Flory will be until we recognize 
that the whole cosmic order--all things animate and inanimate--are wait—
ing for it 'with eager longing'."11 
Though this last interpretation is probably to be preferred, the 
other suggestions do bring out valid emphases of the text. The elements 
of certainty, futurity, and encouragement are certainly present in verses 
18ff. Perhaps, then, the relationship between verse 18 and what follows 
can best be expressed by combining the above suggestions in some such way 
as this: Paul asserts in v. 18 that present sufferings which the child—
ren of God must experience are nothing in comparison with the future glory 
that will be theirs. Just how great that glory will be can be seen from 
the fact that creation itself is waiting for it in breathless anticipa—
tion (v. 19). Nor is there any doubt at all that it will come; everything 
testifies to its certainty (vv. 21-27). Knowledge of this greatness and 
certainty of the future glory should thus be a source of tremendous en—
couragement to God's children not to lose hope in times of affliction 
(vv. 28ff). 
anoxapaboxfa, writes Bartling, "is one of those rare and beautiful— --- 
words that convey a picture, whole- and entire to the point of minute de— 
tail, to the mind of the attentive reader."'2 It is a compound made up 
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of xeipa ("head") and oexollay.axollat ("to take", or perhaps originally, 
"to stretch").13 The prefix dno- serves to intensify the force of the 
word. "The picture is that of one who watches eagerly for something 
with outstretched head. . . . Anyone who has watched a child breath-
lessly note the progress of an approaching parade knows the picture be-
hind the word."14 The graphic image contained in AnoxapaSoxfa has been 
translated quite effectively into a comparable English idiom by J.B. 
Phillips: "The whole creation is on tiptoe to see the wonderful sight." 
Paul uses the word only one other time in all of his epistles; namely, 
in Philippians 1:20. There, too, it is used in connection with batic. 
Commenting on the occurence of dnoxapaboxia in these two passages, belling 
writes: 
Linked with tank in Phil. 1:20, the word expresses con- 
fident expectation; the Lank denotes well-founded hope and 
the tatoxapaSoxia unreserved waiting. The same is true in B. 
8, where the former word is used of ahristiai in v. 241. and 
the latter of the rest of creation in v. 19. 
Delling's distinction between linoxapaSoxfa and LArac is helpful. But it 
should also be pointed out that both terms (not just dnoxapaesoxfa) are 
predicated of creation in Romans 8 (cf. vv. 19, 20). 
As the more recent English versions indicate, the genitive s14 xTicreal< 
is best understood as a subjective genitive.16 But what does Paul mean 
by 1) xTfatc? This question has been the center of debate from the time 
of the early Church Fathers to the present. 
In classical Greek, wrio14 is used for the founding of cities, houses, 
games, and sects, and for the discovery and settlement of countries.17  
The word acquired additional connotations through its usage in the LXX, where 
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it is used most frequently of God's creation.18 It can refer to either 
(1) "the sum of all created things"19; or (2) "physical creation", "the 
universe'20; or (3) "a single created thing°, a "creature;'21. 
Within the New Testament, the word is used almost exclusively of 
God's creation, with reference either to the "act of creating" (Romans 
1:20)22, or to the "thing created". The latter may be limited by its 
context to mean an individual "creature" or "created thing" (Romans 3:39, 
II Cor. 5:17; Col. 1:15; Heb. 4:13)23. Or where there is not contextual 
limitation, it may be taken to mean the totality of all created--things;--
"creation" or "world" (Heb. 9:11; Rev. 3:14; cf. also Mark 10:6; 13:19; 
II Pet. 3:4; Mark 16:15 [limited to mankind]).24  
Apart from Romans 8:19-22, the Pauline usage ofx-cfcric is similar 
to the general New Testament usage: (1) "act of creation" (Romans 1:20); 
(2) individual "creature" (which could also refer to a demonic being, 
Romans 8:39); (3) totality of "creation", "world" (in contrast to the 
Creator, Romans 1:25); and (4) the "new creature" (baptized Christians, 
II Cor. 5:17) or the "new creation" (the state of being in faith, Gal. 
6:15).25  
The question is which, if any, of the above meanings applies to the 
'alai( of Romans 8:19-22. It is not merely an academic question. By no 
means is Kuss overstating the case when he writes, "Pie Auslegung des Ab—
schnittes vv. 19-22 im ganzen and im einzeln hUngt grundlegend davon ab, 
was man unter 'Schdpfung' zu verstehen hat."26 
The writings of the early Church Fathers contain almost every con— 
ceivable interpretation of x-rfatc. Many of the Church Fathers under—
stood it in the sense of "creation" in general, everything visible to 
7 
man.
28 Others took it to mean "rational creation"29, variously understood: 
(a) angels and demons30; (b) all visible and invisible creatures31; or just 
"mankind" alone32. Thomas Aquinas attempted a synthesis of these many 
views: "Man hier unter dem Ausdruck 'Schapftng' dreierlei verstehen kann: 
erstens --die gerechten Menschen...; zweitens--die menschliche Natur, welche 
sich den Gatern der Gnade unterwirft...; drittens--die sinnenfUllige Schap—
fung, wie es die Elemente dieser Welt sind."33  
The situation is quite similar with the more recent interpretations. 
Most commentators take the wrfaIG of Romans 8:19-22 to mean the entire 
visible creation below the human level. Yet some still insist that it 
refers primarily, if not exclusively, to mankind. Still others are will—
ing to concede that man at least can be included in the concept. 
Schlatter is one of the few commentators who argue that wacric refers 
exclusively to "mankind". His argument, at times, seems rather tenden—
tial, based upon a dogmatic predilection in favor of a universalistic in—
terpretation of the passage. But his primary objection to applying vacrIC 
to the non—human creation seems to be prompted by the use of such words 
as tutoxapccooxfal &nex6ixerat, oh txo5ca, ovarevdzsi, and ouvaavet, 
all of which, he feels, imply rationality and volition. He states his 
argument as follows: "Ehe wir versuchen der Aussage des Paulus durch 
eine phantasievolle Personifikation Sinn zu geben, ist es exegetische 
Pflicht, zuerst die Geschaffenen, die unzweifelhaft Personen sind, in 
den Satz hineinzustellen."34 
Although Schlatter has found little support for his view that xtfatc 
refers exclusively to "mankind", several other scholars contend that 
"mankind" is its primary reference. Hommel, for one, making a careful 
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comparison of the similar, at times identical, terms used in Romans 1 
and Romans 8, concludes: 
Stir dUrfen also jetzt zuversichtlicher als vorher den Ver-
gleich von Wimer 1 und 8 gelten lassen und bei Beachtung 
aller Unterschiede die x1-61c auch an der spateren Stelle 
des Briefes abschliessend so deuten, dass zwar im weiteren 
Sinne die gauze Schdpfung vorschwebt, dass aber doch das 
Aue des Betrachters ganz spezifisch auf der "lebendigen" 
xT(TIC namlich auf Tier und Mensch runt, und dass hier 
wiederum der Mensch unausgesprochen im Mittelpunkt steht.35 
Hommel goes even further and contends that xtfcrIc is limited primarily 
to non-christian humanity: 
Bass in Omer 8 unter der wriaic in der Tat die "ausser- 
christliche" Menschheit in allererster Linie verstanden 
worden sein muss, sollte nach all.dem klar sein. Die 
Gegenprobe liefert fiberdies eine Ausserung des Paulus 
wie II Kor. 5,17 a 11( tv Xpia* I xatvii "ist je - 
mand in Christo, so ist er eine neue Kreatur". Dasselbe 
lasst sich aber wiederum auch von dertiatat6s-i< her er- 
harten, an die jene in Sklaverei gekettet ist. Ist doch 
die selbe uaTat8T7< I Kor. 3,19,20 wie auch Eph. 4,17 ge- 
rade den Heiden zugeordnet, und werden doch Acta 14,15 
die heidnischen Ablitter alsg&Tatot bezeichnet und dem 
lebendigen Gott gegentibergestellt, der gerade hier als 
wahrer Herr der waatc umschrieben ist. Schliesslich 
wird man fragen dffrfen, ob die ausdrfickliche Betonung 
der Unfreiwilligkeit (o6x &aim v.20) flberhaupt einen 
Sinn gehabt hatte, wenn unter der waolc ausschliesslich 
der unbelebte x6oµoc zu verstehen war und nicht vorwieg- 
end sein mit freiem Willen ausgestatteter u9g zugleich 
von den Stihnen Gottes unterschiedener Tell.' 
With Schiatter, then, Hommel appeals to the use of such phrases as 
o6x txaca and µaTat6T14 (understood in an ethical sense) as necessitat- 
ing the inclusion of "man" in xTiatc--indeed, as pointing to "mankind" 
as its primary meaning. 
Schmidt is yet another of the more recent commentators to revive the 
Augustinian notion that vacric means primarily "mankind" in this-passage.--------- 
He bases his argument on the statement in v. 21 which implies that the 
9 
waucc will share in "the glorious liberty of the children of God". This 
indicates, Schmidt argues, that wrfolc is to be understood in the sense 
of "mankind" in general as distinguished from "Christians" in particular: 
La aber Paulus das Heilsziel, zu der die xtratc befreit wird, 
in der herrlichen Freiheit der Kinder Gottes sieht (v. 21), 
ist es doch richtiger, hier wie an anderen neutestamentlichen 
Stellen (Mark. 16,15) zunUchst an die Menschenwelt zu denken, 
im Unterschied zu dem engeren Kreis dq;er, die das Angeld des 
Geistes haben (=Christenheit; v. 23).-" 
Common to all of these interpretations oficriatC is a reluctance to 
attribute to the natural world language that applies properly only to man. 
This reluctance betrays a fundamental failure to take into consideration 
the nature and source of the conceptual material employed by Paul in this 
passage. As Michel indicates, Paul has here taken over traditional, Jew—
ish apocalyptic thought patterns. Noting the relatively independent char—
acter of this pericope, Michel continues: 
Offenbar Ubernimmt [Paulus] hier apokalyptishes Materiel, 
besondere Traditionen mit eigenen eschatologisch verstand — 
enen Begriffen (Dauftpia, uloOcafa, 64a, tmoxerlullac TrOV 
UMW ToU &noXISTpwatc). Wichtig ist, dass das eschat — 
ologische Heil ganz auf den Menschen, auf den Kosmos, auf 
die Schtipfung bezogen wird und dass es als "Erldsung" von 
der Verg1nglichkeit beschrieben wird. Ein hellenistischer 
Einschlag dieser qUtjUdische=urchristlichen Apokalyptik 
ist unverkennbar. 
Poetic personification of the natural world is indeed quite common in 
traditional apocalyptic, and in fact, is not without parallel in the Old 
Testament itself, especially in the writings of the prophets. 
In view of the apocalyptic background of Romans 8:19-22, Michel con—
cludes that "Dieser Satz ist nur dann verstUndlich, wenn vacric die Rale 
des Geschaffenen (ohne Begrenzung) bedeutet und den 'SShne Gottes', die 
offenbar bevorrechtet sind, gegenffbersteht."39 The phrase "ohne Begrenz— 
10 
ung", of course, indicates that Michel is willing to include man in the 
meaning of wacriC, though not in an exclusive or even primary sense.40 
This interpretation certainly has more going for it than those-that would 
limit the meaning of vcrolcin any way. For as Hodge correctly points 
out, "The words flacon 7) xtfut (v. 22), the whole creation, are so compre-
hensive, that nothing should be excluded which the nature of the subject 
and the context do not show cannot be embraced within their scope..41  It 
remains to be determined, therefore, whether "the nature of the subject" 
and the "context" do in fact limit the meaning of wcfatc in any way. 
From the antithesis between 1' wan< and 01 ulot To6 eeoc in verses 
19, 21, and 23, it would appear that the latter would have to be excluded 
(4.1*\ from the meaning of x-rfatc.
42 
This would preclude any simple identifica-
tion of xtiatc with "mankind". Schmidt attempts to get around this dif-
. fIculty by suggesting that the contrast implied by this antithesis is 
merely that between the whole and one of its parts; that is, between all 
mankind in general (crfatc="Menschenwelt") and the narrower circle of 
people to whom the Spirit has been given (ot uicit Tob Ocoa="Christenheit"). 
But while it is true that when x-cfat4 is used in the New Testament for 
"mankind" it generally means all mankind without exception (cf. Mark 16:15), 
the o6 µ6vov 6a0faXa xai of verse 23 clearly shows that what is being 
contrasted are two mutually exclusive realities, not simply the whole and 
one of its parts. 
But what about Hommel's thesis that the contrast is primarily. be-
tween Christians (ot viol To6 Oso5) and non-Christian humanity ) xtracc )? 
Hommel supports his interpretation by appealing to parallels in Virgil 
and in the Jewish Sibylline Oracle which, he claims, bear witness to the 
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universal longing of mankind for immortality, the same longing supposedly 
expressed by the anoxapaboxia T94 xTfaux< of Romans 8:19. On this inter—
pretation, Romans 8:19 would be a proof—text for the notion of a A6yo6 
amsplurrook within natural man. 
The difficulty with Hommel's interpretation is that the longing 
expressed in Romans 8:19 is directed towards a very specific event: TV 
&noxdXuirtv TMv ufMv Toe °sob% This is something entirely different 
from the more general longing of mankind for immortality. Can it be said 
of mankind in general and of non—Christian humanity in particular that 
they are patiently awaiting this very specific event? Kuss' remarks seem 
conclusive: 'Mass die Nichtglaubenden ungeduldig die Offenbarung der 
Milne Gottes erwarten, ist kaum ein paulinischer Gedanke; von einem un—
bewussten Streben, soweit Menschen in Betracht kommen ktinnen, steht aber 
nichts da."43  
The most probable interpretation of vaatc, then, is the one adopted 
by the great majority of commentators; namely, that it refers to the en—
tire creation below the human level--"nature" or the "created universe".'*  
Romans 8:19 thus pictures the entire natural world as being in a state 
of eager expectation: fi tEnoxapaboxfa T.1( xTiaew4..ttnex6txeTat.45  
The verb drtaxotxouat is always used by Paul in an eschatological 
sense to express "expectation of the end".46 Christians are said to be 
living in this state of eager expectation by virtue of their reception 
of the Spirit (v. 23,25). This expectation is focused upon their "adop—
tion as sons", visibly fulfilled in "the resurrection of the body" (v. 23), 
which will be the signal for the transformation of the entire creation 
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(v. 21). Thus the expectation of creation is directed towards the same 
goal as that of Christians (v. 19). Since this expectation will be ful—
filled at the parousia of Jesus Christ, Christ Himself becomes the object 
of this expectation (Phil. 3:20; cf. I Cor. 1:7). Hence Grundman con—
cludes: 
The word 4insx6ksofkci thus describes the existence of Christ—
ians as one which on the basis of reception . . . awaits the 
consummation, the cosmos being included in this attitude. The 
theme of this expectation, i.e., the transformation of the 
world, gives meaningdrth to Christian existence and to the 
being of the cosmos. 
The object of creation's eager, expectant waiting is given in the 
phrase -Op ImovabOv TaW 0161V too OcoU. 
In classical Greek, the words ImoxaX67rao and linoxcaulfic carried no 
theological overtones. 4g They were used in their etymological sense to 
refer to the "uncovering" of something that had previously been veiled 
or covered up (e.g., one's head).49 Within the LXX, this literal sense 
is still retained in certain passages; but the figurative sense becomes 
far more prominent, and a definitely theological referent begins to emerge.50 
Within the New Testament itself, the literal sense has been dropped en— 
tirely in favor of the figurative.51 The verb, totoxaX6wcw, is still used 
on occasion in a non—theological sense; but the noun, ecnoxcaOtc, is al— 
ways used in the New Testament with some kind of religious or theological 
associations. 
In its usage within the New Testament, anovauific occurs in a number 
of different contextual settings: (1) On several occasions the noun is 
used with reference to the revelation or disclosure of truth in general. 
In this case, anoxcaullric is viewed as a present reality of some kind. 
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This type of contextual usage might be termed "General Revelation" (Rom. 
16:25; Eph. 1:17; Luke 2:32). (2) Paul, in particular, frequently uses 
Imomaulfic in the sense of a present mystical, or visionary, experience 
(Gal. 1:12; II Cor. 12:1; Gal. 2:2; Eph. 3:3; I Cor. 2:4, 14:6,26; II Cor. 
12:7; cf. Rev. 1:1). For purposes of schematization, this usage might 
be termed "Mystical Revelation". (3) Finally, &noxbm04 is used both 
by Paul and by the author of II Peter with reference to some future reality 
connected with the parousia (I Pet. 4:13, 1:7,13; I Cor. 1:7; II Thess. 
1:7; Rom. 2:5, 8:19). This contextual usage might be called "Eschatolog7  
ical Revelation". 
Since Romans 8:19 falls under this last category, a comparison of 
this passage with the other five "eschatological" passages will be most 
helpful in determining the meaning of the phraseTr)v &70X(IXUNION Tail; UMA, 
Tot; esoti: 
a) Iv 'r : riftpxetti*st TN 86tic aka [i.e. XploToti] (I Pet. 4:13) 
b) tv toloxcati*st 'Inca XptaTo5 (I Pet. 1:7,13) 
c) Av Itnowilulkiv TOO xupfoo 7)µmv'Inoo5 Xptoto0 (I Cor. 1:7) 
d) Iv 'r tcnoxaXISIket Ta xop(ou 'Inca (II Thess. 1:7) 
e) Av &noxaviftv TaN0 or& Tot) Osoa (Rom. 8:19) 
f) Iv Agipit...&noxaX0eu< Sixataxptafac To5 Oco0 (Rom. 2:5) 
It is evident from the above that Romans 8:19 is unique in connecting 
finoxborlac with of utci Toy OeoB. What is the precise nature of this con—
nection? 
The consensus of commentators and translators alike seems to be that 
TWV UMN is the object (i.e., an objective genitive) of Trjv cfnoxamktv 
(pro &noxcatinTecOat): "the revealing of the sons of God" (RSV), that is, 
"the time when the sons of God are revealed".52 The meaning of the phrase 
ttnoxeclo*tv Troy or& Toy 9eo5 would then be clarified by the similar 
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expression s-i)v blowao*tv'Irloa Xptorra (cf. I Cor. 1:7; II Thess. 1:7; 
I Pet. 1:7,13), viewed in the light of Colossians 3:4--"When Christ who 
is our life appears, then you also will appear with him in glory" (RSV). 
"At the parousia," explains Oepke, "the exalted Christ, who is still hid— 
den in God, will be revealed in glory, and believers with him."53 Riddle 
feels that "it is a new expression of the deePLseated consciousness of 
fellowship with Christ, which leads the Apostle to call this 'the revel— 
ation of the sons of God', not of the Son of God. "514 
Interpreted in this way, Romans 8:19 would underscore the "already" 
but "not yet" character of life tv Xoto-4. In that Christians have re— 
ceived the Spirit of adoption (v. 15), they already are "sons of God" 
(v. 124). Their adoption, however, is not Iret complete. They_have,re_ ___________ 
ceived only "the first fruits of the Spirit"; they must await the final 
and complete demonstration of their "adoptive sonship" in "the redemption 
of their bodies" (v. 23), which will take place at the parousia. The 
redemption of their bodies will confirm their sonship; that is, it will 
reveal them to be what they already are by faith--sons of God. 
Such an exposition is certainly "Pauline" and corresponds nicely 
with the general thrust of Romans 8:12-30. But interpreting the phrase 
T?IV 1[70X41.01V TWV utiv zov 6s05 in this way would leave it without par— 
allel. Nowhere else in the New Testament (or in the LXX, for that matter) 
is the phrase "sons of God" the direct object either of the verb btoxaXISTrrco 
or of the noun cinoltau*K.55 In eschatological contexts, the most fre— 
quent objects of etnoxaMinTwAnolcaullac are -1) 45.:%a (Rom. 8:18; I Pet. 5:1), 
i .56a'Illooti XractoU (I Pet. 4:13), or simply "Christ" himself (I Pet. 1:7, 
13; I Cor. 1:7; II Thess. 1:7; Luke 17:30 ["Son of Man"]).56 Might there 
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not be another way of construing the phrase TPIV tatoxdAu*tv T44, or& To0 
Aeo5 that would be more in line with this general usage? 
A good case conceivably could be made for understanding Tav utaim, as 
a genitive of relation (rather than objective genitive), and for taking 
Tv tEnoxaulftv in its concrete rather than verbal sense, i.e., as refer-
ring to the result,  rather than the act, of revealing (4noxdXupwa l not 
Ta IcnoxaX6nTeo0at).57 The verse might then be translated as follows: 
"For creation is eagerly awaiting the revelation to God's children", i.e., 
the revelation to be disclosed to God's children; or perhaps, "For creation 
is eagerly awaiting the revelation that belongs to God's children." What 
is this revelation? Paul has just defined it in the previous verse (v.18): 
6b a. The phrase Av ecnoxdX14111, TWV OtWV ToU OcoB is thus virtually 
synonymous with the phrase &Stay &noxml.wpOlvat etc 4gc (Av Itnoviloiriv-
&%ay iinoxaAupelvat;TaV VIWV Tots Aeoe.etc lgac). This same theme is picked 
up again in verse 21, which speaks about "the glory that belongs to the 
children of God". Thus, the following parallel phrases: 
V. 18-86gav koxaXoTelvat sic *Lac 
V. 19 —,rtiv sinoxdAy*tv TEN 1.11WV TO0 Oeob 
V. 21---grqC 64% TILv'TixvMv To3 °cob" 
The meaning of these verses might be paraphrased as follows: "The suffer-
ings of the present are nothing in comparison with the future glory that 
is to be revealed to us, God's children. Why, even nature herself is 
eagerly awaiting the revelation of this glory to those who are sons of 
God....For nature, too, hopes to have a share in this glory that belongs 
to God's children." 
Understanding the phrase*, boxamifiv TWV UtWV TO5 Geo° in this 
way, of course, does not materially alter the meaning of the pericope; 
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but it does bring the use of totox0.01c here more into line with the 
usage found elsewhere in the New Testament, where 7) 660 is presented 
as the content of the eschatological revelation to be disclosed at the 
parousia.58  The thrust of the passage remains the same: God's children 
will one day be glorified. 
In pagan, mythological literature, the phrase (it utoi (tick Ttxva) 
ToU Oeog is frequently used in the sense of "divine beings". A similar 
usage occasionally occurs also in the LXX (cf. Psalm 88:7 [89:6], 6so6 
naT6c. as heavenly beings); but more commonly the phrase of utoi TO5 Asa 
is used in the Old Testament to refer to the children of Israel. The 
Israelites are called "sons of God" not by virtue of some mythological 
physical descent but by virtue of their divine election.59 
As the context indicates, Paul is using this expression here in this 
Old Testament sense, applying it, however, not to the Israelites but to 
Christians. Christians are called of viol To5i0eog in that they have been 
made sons of God through the Spirit: "For all who are led by the Spirit 
of God are sons of God" (v. 14). They have received the spirit of sonship 
(nvekla utoOsaia l v. 15). This Spirit bears witness with their own spirit 
that they are indeed children of God (v. 16), "and if children, then heirs, 
heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ" (v. 17). Their adoption, how—
ever, is not yet complete; it awaits the completion of the bloAkowatc 
ToU crAlaTo4 (v. 23). This redemption is the 660 that will be revealed 
to them (v. 18) and for which they wait in hope (vv. 24f). But they do 
not wait alone. All creation waits with them, her eager expectation (lino — 
xapa6oxfa) directed towards that same event: the glorification of the 
sons of God (v. 19). 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE OCCASION FOR CREATION'S WAITING 
yap paTat6T/1rt 711 wrialc 'aneTecyll o6x txo5cral &)X& bra Tay thardayTa. 
"For creation was made subject to futility--not of its own free will, but 
in accordance with the will of Him who subjected it" (v. 20). 
Having pictured the entire natural world as anxiously awaiting the 
day when God's children will receive the glory that has been promised to 
them, Paul goes on to explain just how it came to be that creation finds 
herself in this position: TV) yap gatateyrriTt wriaK ihcrdyn. Creation 
waits because (ydp) at present she cannot do otherwise; she has been made 
subject to "futility". 
"Even before knowing what it means," writes Petrausch, "we can tell 
from the context that 'mataiotes' must be a state or condition that char-
acterizes creation as we know it now. The state is extrinsic to creation 
as such Onewdyn). It is only provisional and will certainly come to an 
end (LOIXT(St). Furthermore, it is going against the inherent tendencies 
of creation (o6x Ixo3ca)."1 
The noun ImrratOTTIc is rare outside of the biblical literature. Its 
cognate µ&TatoS is used in classical Greek to denote "the world of appear-
ance as distinct from that of being."2  gatatoc occurs at times in con-
junction with xgvo4; but the two are not completely synonymous. xtycK 
means "worthless" because devoid of content; whereas in pdTatoc "there 
is always the implication of what is against the norm, unexpected, offend - 
r4.61 ing what ought to be."3  
Within the LXX, paTat6Tic occurs only in the Wisdom Literature, most 
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notably in the Book of Ecclesiastes, 4 where it is used in the sense of 
the ultimate meaninglessness of human existence. "Vanity of vanities," 
cries Qoheleth, "all is vanity!"5 His entire message is but an ampli—
fication of this basic theme. 
According to Bauernfeind, "Romans 8:20 is a valid commentary on 
Qoh. The passage does not solve the metaphysical and logical problems 
raised by vanitas. In detail it allows of different possibilities of 
understanding. But it tells us plainly that the state oftiaTat6Tric ("van—
ity") exists, and also that this has a beginning and end. Before its 
beginning and beyond its end is God, and awuratc without ticrrai6.1-nc."6 
Sanday and Headlam also hear in Romans 8:20 an echoe of Qoheleth: "That 
is wiratov which is 'without result' (11.6-01116, 'ineffective', 'which does 
not reach its end'---the opposite ofTiXstoc: the word is therefore ap—
propriately used of the disappointing character of present existence, 
which nowhere reaches the perfection of which it is capable."7 Thus, 
Michel similarly concludes, "Der Begriff bezeichnet die Vergeblichkeit, 
die Inhaltsleere und die Nichtigkeit, vielleicht auch die Verkehrtheit 
und die Unordnung der Welt."8  
These interpretations oftiatat6Tric still do not exhaust the con—
notations of the word. As Brinkman rightly contends, "The essential 
strength and religious meaning of this picture is somehow unnecessarily 
weakened by explanations which suggest that the vanity in question is an 
emptiness in things which do not yield what they promise or are in a per—
verse, disordered and frustrated condition since the Fall."9 Brinkman 
prefers to call it "sin—vanity", since "the term is borrowed from the 
religious condition of men and, as Vaird pointed out, it should be taken 
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in an ethico-religious sense."
10 The meaning of Romans 8:20 would then 
be than' vr(cn "like the Gentiles of Eph. 4:17 is subjected to 'sin-
vanity', since its 'hold on the spiritual and eternal' (Westcott) is 
lost."11 In short, waTatkic is a concomitant effect of alienation 
from God. 
As a characteristic of creation, then, gaTalkn< refers not only to 
creation's inability to attain its true ends, but also to the "frust-
rating" effects of its subservience to sinful man. The latter, in fact, 
is perhaps the cause of the former.
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The use of the aorist, AlrtsTe'orq, indicates that this subjection to 
paTatkic occured at a definite point of time in the past.13 Most com- 
mentators see here a reference to Genesis 3:17f, where the natural world 
is said to have been placed under a curse as a result of man's sin. 
There are a few interpreters, however, who maintain that 'r ilaTat-
6.1-ryct...onsitiri refers to a condition imposed upon the natural world at 
the time of creation, rather than at the time of the Fall.14 One of the 
more recent advocates of this position is Hans Schmidt, who presents a 
very interesting argument in support of it based upon the Christology of 
St. Paul: 
Paulus sieht Christus als den Vollender und ErfUller in der 
Mitte alles Geschehens. Dieser Christozentrismus bestimmt 
auch seine Lehre von der Schgpfung. Eie Schgpfung hat die 
"Herrlichkeit" nicht als urspr&nglichen Besitz, sondern nur 
als eschatologisches, erst in Christus kommendes Erfallungs- 
ziel (Kol. 1,15ff). Deshalb hat anscheinend ft& Paulus al - 
les Geschgpfliche vor dem Anbruch des Christus Aeons nur 
"Vorlgufigkeit", d.h., es ist "verggnglich, schwach und un- 
ansehnli2h" und muss auf seine endelltige Bestimmung noch 
warten. 
To this Schmidt adds that also in I Cor. 15:42ff Paul is not referring 
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to a judgement of God which destroyed the pristine nature of creation 
("die Urstandsnatur"), but to the act of creation itself ("SchUpfungs—
geschehen"). Commenting on this passage from I Corinthians, Schmidt 
writes, 
In demselben Zusammenhang stellt er v. 1,6 das heilsgeschicht—
liche Gesetz auf: Nicht das Geistliche ist das Erste, son—
dern das Physische (d.h. das Verganglich—Irdische), and dann 
erst kommt das Geistliche, d.h. das Unverweslich—Himmlische. 
Eine solche Geschichtsbetrachtung denkt nicht im Schema: Ur—
sprUngliche Herrlichkeit der SchOpfung--Zerstdrung derselben 
im Gericht fiber den Fall--Wiederherstellung derselben im Er-
16sungsgeschehen, sondern sie sieht alles vorchristliche 
Sein in unvollendeter, vorl1ufiger Weissagungsgestalt auf 
das erst in Christus geschenkte Erftillungsleben hin entworfen.16 
Schmidt contends that Romans 8:20 must be understood in the light 
of this Christocentric cosmology and theology of history. As he sees it, 
the phrase 'tilt  gaTatt6TnTi Imfasc tInvr&mcorresponds to the cfnetwrai 
iv (peop4 of I Cor. 15:42ff. gaTat6Tic would then be virtually synony—
mous with 90opli mentioned later on in verse 21. Schmidt then draws the 
following conclusion: 
Paulus denkt an die Weltschapfung. "Nichtig" ist die Schap — 
fung zun2chst nicht im Blick auf das, was sie etwa durch den 
aindenfall verloren hat, sondern im Buick auf das, was die 
in Christus, dem "Zweiten Ada erwarten darf, gemessen an 
ihrer endeltigen Bestimmung.'" 
Schmidt's argument is far from convincing. First of all, it rests 
upon a highly questionable exegesis of Col. 1:15ff and I Cor. 15:42ff. 
It is true that there is no explicit reference to the Fall of Man in 
either of these passages. Yet the Fall is not eliminated, but merely 
presupposed. Col. 1:21 clearly shows that Paul is thinking of an order 
that has been disturbed by man's sinfulness and that thus stands in need 
of the reconciling activity of God in Christ. Furthermore, while Schmidt 
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is correct in contending that I Cor. 15:42ff does not have in view a div—
ine judgement that destroyed the pristine nature of creation, he is wrong 
in concluding that it thereby refers to the original act of creation. In 
this passage Paul is merely stating an existential fact of life: whatever 
is born of man is perishable. This fact is not due, however, to a limita—
tion imposed upon man in the beginning; it is due to the present, sinful 
condition of man. The phrase Tti pATalennti fi XT(CrIC 6netdyn simply can—
not be equated with onape-rat &v 90op4. Even the tenses of the verbs 
militate against such an equation: 157wrdyn, an aorist, refers to an action 
that occured at a definite point in time; anape-rat, a present, suggests 
some kind of durative action.
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Secondly, the contextual support for Schmidt's interpretation is, at 
best, weak. His assertion that the close connection between &wan and 
/9'tx71(5g precludes any thought of an act of divine judgement19 is wholly 
gratuitous. Furthermore, his contention that the phrase o6x txoBoa proves 
that Paul could not possibly have had in mind the Fall of man holds true 
only on the supposition that waatc means "mankind". Since man fell into 
sin of his own free will, it could not be said that his subjection to tia-r—
at6T-qc was o6x txoBoa. 'rneTdyn would then have to refer to some aspect 
of the original act of creation.
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But if, as the evidence seems to in—
dicate,21 x-rimc means "the natural world", the phrase oh txotlott would 
be a very appropriate qualification of 6neTriyi, and the allusion to the 
account of man's Fall in Genesis 3:17 would be quite in place. 
In view of these considerations, Althaus' evaluation of this inter—
pretation seems fair: 
Paulus spricht hier allerdings nicht unmittelbar von dem Fall. 
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raher kbnnte man den Apostel etwa such so verstehen: Gott 
hat die Schdpfung von Anfang an, ohne Zusammenhang mit dem 
Stindenfall in den vorlgufigen Stand der Nichtigkeit gestellt; 
"nichtig" ist die SchOpfung im Verhgltnis nicht zu einem 
herrlichen Urstande, sondern gemessen an ihrer endelltigen 
Bestimmung, zu der Christus sie ftthrt. So H.W. Schmidt. Aber 
im Blick auf 5,12, das Eindringen des Todes durch den Fall, 
und angesichts der jUdischen Parallelen wird man die Stelle 
doch dahin verstehen mffssen: Gott lgsst die Scheipfung aus 
ihrem urstgndlichen Sein 21t dem Menschen zusammen in die 
Seins=Entfremdung sinken. 
As Paul sees it, creation was subjected to futility 66x Ixotioa, 
"against her own will."23 Creation's present condition is hers not by 
choice. She was a "passive sufferer (cf. tInetdin), sharing in the curse 
which fell on man for his apostasy."24 Although Paul does not state ex—
plicitly that creation's fate was unmerited, this seems to be the impli—
cation of his words. As Althaus puts it, "Die Kreatur hat dieses Todes — 
los nicht, wie der Mensch, in freier Entscheidung gewlithlt. Gott hat sie, 
wider ihre ursprfingliche Natur und ohne ihre Schuld unter den Fluch ge—
stellt, mit dem schuldigen Menschen zusammen."25 
But if creation had been merely an innocent bystander, why was she 
punished together with man? Paul replies, dnetdyn...Sta onoTaCarra. 
This phrase has occasioned much debate among interpreters, in that 
Paul seems to be setting over against nature's own will, not man's will 
but God's. Hence, efforts have been made to interpret sta Tov IhomiCavta 
otherwise than as a reference to the activity of God. The reluctance of 
some scholars to attribute this to God is due in part to the apparently 
causal force of the preposition 61d. Zahn, for example, states his ob—
jection as follows: 
Es wird kaum ein Beispiel finden, wo Gott als die begrttndende 
Ursache eines von ihm verhUngten Leidens bezeichnet wird, ab— 
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gesehen natfirlich von den zahlreichen FUllen, wo es sich um 
ein im Dienste Gottes and so um Gottes willen ffbernomme%s 
Leiden handelt, wovon hier ja nicht die Rede sein kann. 
Zahn himself prefers to see this as a reference to mankind in general, in 
that all men are implicated in the original sin of Adam by which the nat—
ural world became subject to futility. 
Godet likewise stumbles at the causal force of 6a. God, he feels, 
cannot be considered the "moral cause" of evil. Hence, Tay 13floTdavta 
cannot refer to God. But neither can it refer to man; for man cannot be 
considered the active agent of creation's subjection, since man "so far 
as nature is concerned, played a purely passive part."27 Consequently, 
Godet contends that TOv 6noTiltavTa must be a reference to Satan. In sup—
port of this interpretation, Godet appeals to such phrases as d 5pxwv -rob' 
xiSogou Toircou (John 12:31), .5 0e84 Tot aiaSvoc Tokou (II Cor. 4:4), and 
xooµoxpiTopec Toff ox6Touc Tokou (Eph. 6:12). 
An examination of the New Testament use of. the verb dnoTctacn, how—
ever, seems to rule out both of the above interpretations. There are two 
basic contextual usages of6nov(Lcroto in the New Testament. Most frequently 
the verb is used in an Ethical Context, but only in the middle voice. In—
eluded here are those parenetic passages in which the hearer is urged to 
submit himself to the authority or jurisdiction of another.28 'YnoTdcrow 
in the active voice occurs only in four other passages in the New Testa—
ment: I Cor. 15:27-28, Eph. 1:22, Heb. 2:5-8, and Phil. 3:21. All of 
these are either quotations or allusions to Psalm 8:7, and the context is 
a Cosmic rather than Ethical one. The object of the verb in these pas— 
/01.
sages is alwaysTa 7t&rra () x-rio-tc 29) and the subject is either God 
(I Cor. 15:27f, Eph. 1:22, Heb. 2:5ff)- or Christ (Phil. 3:21). 
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In view of its Cosmic context and active form, the TOv 15nocci.awraof 
Romans 8:20 would most readily have been understood by Paul's readers as 
a reference to a divine action of some kind.30  The lack of a more expli— 
cit reference to God is perhaps due to the Jewish piety of the time. For 
fear of violating the second commandment, the Jewish people became more 
and more reluctant even to speak the divine name. When referring to some 
action of God, they would use various periphrastic expressions, such as 
the use of the passive voice of a verb (thus, 3neTdrn..6 Fleck 6rtvccie).31 
But if -rOv 6nor4avTa refers to God, what is the force of the_pre--- ----- 
position Slit? As mentioned above,- both Zahn and Godet objected to the 
common interpretation of 'Tay IlnoTclawra as referring to God because of 
the apparently causal implications of Std. But bid with the accusative 
only infrequently is used to denote the efficient cause (which is better 
expressed by aid with the genitive). More commonly it expresses the rea— 
son why something happens: "because of..." or "for the sake of..." (cf. 
Rom. 13:5, I Pet. 2:13).32 Hence, Winer's interpretation seems to be the 
most accurate rendering of this passage: 
Here Oita Tay tInov%avra constitutes an antithesis to 06X 
xo5c7a, not voluntarily, but by reason of him that subjected 
it — by the will and command of God. Probably Paul inten—
tionally avoided saying sta To5 3no-cdtavTo4 equivalent to 
0e8( 6uestit&v Aq4m's sin was the proper and direct  
cause of the gaTatclarK.'-' 
Both antithetical phrases--05X ixoUoa and ella TOY 41werdalrra --are 
apparently directed to the question "Why was creation subjected?"34 It 
was not by reason of her own free will and choice (otix ixoUam), but by 
reason of the will of Him who subjected her. This is the only explanation 
that Paul will give. The implication seems to be that the involvement of 
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creation in the fate of man is a mystery that can be "explained" only in 
terms of the will of God. Perhaps the two phrases were added to guard 
against the kind of fanciful theodicic speculations so popular among Rab—
binic writers, who tried to explain the involvement in terms of creation's 
own guilt35, or in other ways to rationalize God's act of judgement upon 
the natural world.36 Paul will have nothing to do with such speculations. 
If pressed for a more intellectually satisfying explanation, he might 
have replied in terms similar to Romans 9:20ff. At any rate, this passage 
forcefully expresses Paul's deep conviction--a conviction which he shared 
with his Jewish contemporaries--that the natural world has no real mean—
ing apart from its connection with man, and that the fate of the natural 
world is thus inextricably bound up with that of man. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE MOTIVE FOR CREATION'S WAITING 
gelXnfot 5Tg xai a6-61 xTfolt4 tAcuOcixeOrlaeTat Ar3 TN bou)Aac TN 
peopac ei4 Tr)V IXeuGeofav TN 64% 'ay TIXVWV TO6 eeoc. 
"Creation's expectant waiting is grounded in its hope that it, too, will 
be set free from the slavery of its present state of corruptibility, and 
be introduced into the freedom of the future state of glory that belongs 
to God's children" (v. 21). 
The entire creation anxiously awaits the day when God's sons will. 
come into their glory. Creation waits for this event with eager antici—
pation; for she knows that her own fate is intimately linked up with that 
of man: even as she now must share man's curse, so also she shares man's 
hope--his hope for salvation. Like man, creation waits "in hope" (IV' 
tXraSt). 
'En( with the dative "most frequently denotes the basis [den Grund] 
for a state of being, action, or result . • . Thus, Wakat : "on 
the basis of hope, supporting itself on hope."
2 
But precisely what action 
or state of being does Wanait qualify in this pericope? 
Since WaX148: follows ota Tay onoT4avTa, it would seem quite 
likely that the two phrases should be taken together: "by the will of 
him who subjected it in hope."3 But as Philippi correctly notes, this 
rendering seems to ascribe the hope to God rather than to creation.4 Fur-
thermore, ota T31, *SnoTecavTa tip'tXraSt makes a rather lopsided contrast 
to 06x 1xot5aa. 
Consequently, the great majority of commentators connect WIAnfOt 
with OrteTeLyi,5 thereby retaining the balance of the o6 Ixam vaa sta 
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TON, 6770Tdarra antithesis. The latter would then be construed as a 
slight parenthesis: Tti yap yaTatd-riTt wriatc 6nsalyi (06x Ixo5oa taxa 
6ta TON, 6noT6tarra) WIA71rbt . The meaning would be, as Murray sees 
it, that "hope conditioned the act of subjection."6 Or, as Michel ex—
presses it, "Gott, der die SchOpfung unterwarf, setzt gleichzeitig die 
Hoffnung, die sich auf die Aufhebung des Gerichtes ausrichtet."7 
Although such a rendering is not impossible syntactically, the no—
tion of being "made subject in hope" seems rather odd. Nowhere else in 
the New Testament (or in the LXX) does the phrase IT'll.ni5t occur in 
conjunction with the verb 6710 -atom); nor does there seem to be any paral—
lels either in biblical or in Rabbinic literature to the notion that God 
subjected creation on the basis of hope. Furthermore, such a rendering 
of the construction still leaves it rather unclear just who the subject 
of the hope is: Is it God who hopes? Or man? Or creation?8  
There is, however, another way of understanding the construction of 
this passage, which, for the most part, has been overlooked by commenta—
tors and translators. Connecting wunfot with the verb anexEtixe-rat at 
the end of verse 19 seems to make far better sense than taking it with 
either 6770-rettavra or 6716"rdr1. "Waiting in hope" (tmex8ixe-rat Wan(ot ) 
certainly is a more natural and intelligible expression:. than "subjected 
in hope" (6nemin L9' boa60, especially since 1=166(011as is always used 
in the New Testament with reference to the various objects of Christian 
"hope".9 Particularly illuminating here is Romans 8:25, where the two 
ideas of "waiting" and "hoping" are intimately connected: et ...anftoucti l-
...4716)66x0µai. 
Understanding the construction of this iassage in this way necessi— 
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tates taking all of verse 20 (with the exception of be anfot) as an 
explanatory parenthesis, resulting in the following punctuation: I) yap 
(inoxapaboxia T94 vacrewc TI)y ecnox6.0ty TWV UMM TOO ()Ca &ncx6tx6rat 
(- ti yap gatatknTt vaatc t)Tmwdyn--ok Ixotiou taxa 5ta Tay IlmoTgawra) 
t(etXni5t 5Ti xai atiTi) vacric 
The logic behind this construction seems to be this: Having as-
serted that creation is anxiously awaiting a definite future event (Ay 
anoxao0v...4incx6exeTat), Paul felt a need to clarify this by explain-
ing why creation must await that event: she waits because'Z) gaTackntt 
3TicT6yn. The verb .311sTayn also evidently called for some explanation 
in order to avoid misunderstanding: Creation was made subject ax txcam 
&xxa 5ta T8v 6110-cdavra. After this slight explanatory digression, Paul 
picks up his original train of thought: Creation waits "in hope...." 
The assumption that Paul would make such an extensive parenthesis 
may indeed seem somewhat "far-fetched",11 but such a phenomenon is by 
no means unknown within the Pauline corpus.12 As Blass -Debrunner state, 
"The NT, especially the Epistles of Paul, contain a variety of harsher 
parentheses, harsher than a careful stylist would allow. Since Paul's 
train of thought in general includes many and long digressions . . . it 
is not surprising that his sentence structure even in narrower contexts 
is not uninterrupted.
,13 
Against this rendering of the construction it might be objected 
that had Paul intended Isp' anfoi to be taken in connection withImex-
6€xcTathe could have expressed this much more clearly by saying, 1') yap 
anoxapaboxfa...W auto' anex,54eTat--.4 yap gatat6TnTl.... But Paul 
could not possibly have phrased the passage this way without destroying 
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the connection between ty anit5t and the 511-clause that follows. 
This raises another exegetical difficulty. What is the force of the 
connective OTt?14 Is it causal (e.g. "because", or, somewhat more loosely, 
"for")?15 Or is it explicative (e.g. "that")?16 In other words,, does 
the 5Ti-clause state the reason for creation's hopeful  waiting, or does 
it describe the the content or object of creation's-hope? - 
Alford adopts the causal force for OTt here, on the ground that if 
61-: had meant "that", there would have been no need for Paul to have 
repeated 7.) wciatc so emphatically:17 5T: xai aTrii would have sufficed. 
Bartling concurs with this, and adds that since the object of creation's 
hope had already been stated in verse 19 (t (Inoxau*tv TWA, OtWV TOO OGGIS ), 
/4.1'41 there would have been no need for Paul to explain it further.18  
The apparently redundant repetition of )(Trot< , however, is not 
at all redundant if teletAniN is connected with &nex6exmat. In fact, 
the syntax demands that 7) writes( be repeated. The subject of 6nex6exvrat 
is icnoxapeoxia, not?) xTfatc. Hence, had Paul merely said tebolail sTI 
xal can-rj, the aki would have referred to linoxapa6oxfa. In order for Paul 
to make it clear that he was referring to creation,  it was necessary for 
him to add A wric-K.19 Bartling's observation, with which he supports 
the causal force of 15-ut here, is similarly inaccurate on the basis of 
syntax. Av IcnoxatnIrtv TWV UtWV TOO °COO is not the object of creation's 
hope; it is the object of creation's expectant waiting (&noxaoaloxic... 
tolex6C.xmat). Hence it would be quite in order for Paul to explain the 
object of this hope with an explicative &cc-clause: "Creation waits for 
("It\ the coming glory in the hope that..." 
Taking aTg in its explicative rather than causal sense here at first 
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may seem to be a weakening of the thought contained in verse 21. If &ct 
were to mean "because", verse 21 would be a strong statement of fact, or 
at least of conviction: "Creation waits in hope, because she too will 
be set free." Accepting this rendering, Bartling can even refer to verse 
21 as "Paul's statement of doctrine."20 If, on the other hand, 5Tt means 
simply "that", verse 21 seems to be reduced to nothing more than an ex—
pression of a hopeful wish: "Creation waits, in the hope that it will be 
set free" (almost, "hoping to be set free"). 
This weakening is more apparent than real. The force of the word 
an f4 in the New Testament is that of "expectation with the nuance of 
counting upon it."21 It connotes not only an expectation of the future, 
(g1.14\ but also trust and confidence.
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It is not mere wishful thinking, but 
the present certainty and conviction of a future reality. To say then 
that creation is waiting for the parousia in the hope that it too will 
share in the coming glory, expresses just as strong a conviction as to 
say that Christians themselves wait in this same hope (cf. especially 
the discussion of the bo(cthat belongs to Christians in vv. 24ff.). The 
hope of Christians is also the hope of creation. As Michel expresses it, 
"[Wifc ist] das gattliche Heilsziel, das Elide der Wege Gottes, das nicht 
nur felr die Menschen, sondern auch fdr die Welt der Geschdpflichkeit be—
stimmt ist. "23  
The best rendering of the construction of this passage, then, is to 
connect tc'tAn(61 with (inexotAcTeg and to understand the 13-n —clause as 
a description of the content of 19)1Anfot.24 This gives excellent sense 
to the passage and clearly demonstrates the logical continuity and devel—
opment of its thought: Paul first states the object,  of creation's expect— 
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ant waiting (Tr)v (inoxaulfftv TWV UIVIV to Oco5, v. 19), then the occasion 
for this waiting (puTal6TriTt...4meT4lyv, v. 20), then the ground of its 
waiting (1(p)t)ol(bl, v. 20) with a description of the content of this 
ground (5T1 .../AsoocpcoolepeTat, v. 21), the entire clause, tqlbOlft5i 45T1 
xai a6A xTfolc , etc., being a statement of the motive for creation's 
waiting: "Creation waits in the hope that it too will be freed..." 
Creation's hope is defined as a hope for freedom--freedom in a two—
fold sense: theuecpwellozTat fina TN Soukefac r9t 90opEc Eft TI)V Wuesprav 
Tfic 66i -qc TWV TgXVMV Tod °sob. 
Paul is particularly fond of piling up genitives of various kinds 
within a single clause.25 The rhetorical effect of such a concatination 
of genitives is frequently quite forcefUl. Bat for the later exegete, 
it makes for a certain degree of ambiguity. The first genitive, Tlic  
SouXefac, occasions no difficulty; it is the only case used with the pre—
position &TES, which is used here to designate separation ("freed from ").2b  
TN (peopEc, however, can be taken in a number of different ways: (1) an 
objective genitive—"bondage to decay, corruption"27; (2) a qualitative 
genitive--"corrupting bondage"28; (3) a subjective genitive—"bondage 
resulting from corruption" or "bondage belonging to the state of corrup—
tion"29; and (4) an appositional genitive—"bondage that consists in 
corruption"34 . 
Lange, among others, prefers to take Tiric oopac as an objective 
genitive. He bases his argument primarily on the theological force of 
the word &ado:. The genitive cannot be appositional (that is, 8oa&fc 
cannot equal (peopol) , he contends, because "even in its deliverance [the 
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creature] will remain in a state of 6oasfa in relation to the children 
,31 of God himself.' In other words, creation will be freed from its bon— 
dage to corruption, but not from every kind of bondage. In support of 
Lange's position, reference might be made to Romans 6:17f, 20-22, where 
Paul contrasts slavery to sin with slavery to God: Christians are no 
longer slaves to sin; they have become slaves to God. Taken in its en—
tirety, however, Romans 8:21 clearly shows that Paul is contrasting not 
two kinds of slavery but two essentially different kinds of existence: 
6oasfm and tAsoOspia. 
A more convincing argument in support of taking 't 000E4 as an 
objective genitive can be made on the basis of a comparison of the term—
inology of v. 21a and that of v. 20. According to this view, TrK boasia4 
'6)4 000i% parallels It gaTat&urri...11neTclyn (9eoper=gatat6Trx; boasfa,-. 
iheTerm).32 But while such an understanding of the phrase makes good 
sense and seems to fit the context, it also destroys the antithetic par—
allelism between the Iota and the eic phrases within verse 21: 
411(45 ijc SouXeicc Tfic Oopac 
Wuesprcv &St% 
TN 90opacmight be construed as an objective genitive, but its parallel 
r 660K certainly could not. 
One way of preserving this parallelism would be to understand both 
TI‘ YeoPa< and -cfic 84% as Qualitative genitives: "corrupting bondage" 
and "glorious freedom".33 The primary emphasis of verse 21 would then 
be on the contrast between Soaste and WoOsaa. This would seem to be 
in keeping with the wider context of Romans 4-8 where the stress is on the 
concept of freedom from (as opposed to slavery to) wrath, sin, law, and 
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14 death.- The narrower context, however, especially verse 18, indicates 
that the chief emphasis of this passage is not on the SoeXera-WoOspia 
contrast, but on the 90opc1-64a contrast. As Sanday-Headlam correctly 
state, "'Glorious liberty' is a poor translation and does not express the 
idea: Skal 'the glorified state', is the leading fact, not a subordin-
ate fact, and Wuesefa is its characteristic, 'the liberty of the glory 
of the children of God."35  
This would suggest that the genitives Tqc wOopacand Tqc 66gric might 
best be understood in some kind of subjective sense: "slavery that re-
sults from or belongs to..." Hofmann makes a distinction between SouAsfa 
and cOog that would lend support to this view: "Nicht Appositionsgenetiv 
kann .1)4 90opk sein sollen, da 6ouXaa ein Stand, 90opd ein Widerfahrniss 
ist, sondern die Knechtschaft der SchOpfung wird nach dem benannt, was 
ihnen Stand zu einem Stande der Knechtschaft macht."36 Although Hofmann's 
distinction between "Stand" and "Widerfahrniss" may seem somewhat "over-
refined"37, his rendering of ¶ VeoPaC as a subjective genitive has much 
to be said for it, in that it takes into account both the inner parallel-
ism of verse 21 and the emphatic nature of the 90op6-86a.contrast. 
These same factors, however, can just as easily be accounted for on 
the basis of what most commentators consider to be the most natural rend-
ering of TrK Teook; namely, as an appositional (exepegetical) genitive: 
"the slavery that consists in corruption." Riddle states the case nicely: 
There seems to be no good reason for objecting to the view of 
Tholuck, Meyer, Philippi, and others, that the bondage, which 
results from the vanity, and is borne not willingly (v.20), 
consists in corz112a. This preserves the proper distinct-__ 
ions. The corruption is the consequence of the vanity; the 
unwilling subjection to a condition which is under vanity, 
and results in corruption, is well termed bon707:3° 
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In view of the above, it would appear that both the subjective and 
the appositional renderings of the genitives-  peopacare equally live 
options in terms of preserving the parallelism and the proper emphasis 
of verse 20. A final decision for or against either one is dependent 
upon the exact meaning of the word pOood. 
According to Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, pOopil means "ruin, destruction, 
dissolution, deterioration."39 Of the nine occurences of the word in 
the New Testament, five are in Paul (Col. 2:22; I Cor. 14:42, 50; Romans 
8:21; Gal. 6:8), the remaining four in II Peter (1:4, 2:12a, b, 19). 
The II Peter 2:19 passage is especially significant in that it 
employs terminology similar to that of Romans 8:21. Warning his readers 
to resist the enticements of those who follow the lusts of the flesh, the 
author of II Peter writes, "They promise . . . freedom, but they them-
selves are slaves of corruption" (5odAot AC 000%). Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich 
suggest that TOopil is used here in the sense of "religious and moral 
depravity".40  It would appear possible, then, that v 6ovAefac 
TO0pac in Romans 8:21 might also carry a similar ethical connotation .41  
If so, the genitive in -Mc pOopEc could not possibly be appositional; 
for that would ascribe moral depravity to the entire created world--a 
concept wholly foreign to biblical thought and one apparently excluded 
by the words ox5x bcotion in verse 20. Consequently, 'ric wOopac would have 
to be considered either an objective genitive (e.g. bondage to man's 
moral depravity) or a subjective genitive (e.g. bondage proceeding from 
man's moral depravity43). In the final analysis, both renderings are 
similar in meaning, but the latter is probably to be preferred in order 
to preserve the parallelism of the phrases within the verse. 
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In the Pauline passages, however, the word coOog seems to be used 
more in its original sense of physical corruption: the state of being 
perishable or subject to decay and destruction (Col. 2:22; I Cor. 15:42, 
50).44 As Galations 6:8 indicates, the ethical dimension is not entirely 
absent in Paul. But here the thought seems to be not that 90oed is moral 
depravity, but that it is the result of moral depravity.45 That is,  
physical corruption (and ultimately destruction) in the world is due 
to man's moral corruption. That cpOoed in Romans 8:21 means "the state 
of being perishable" is made all the more probable in view of the apoc—
alyptic background of this passage.46 Understood in this sense, then, 
TjfK yecpae; is best taken as an appositional genitive: Creation will be 
(mmiN "freed from the shackles of mortality."47  
The second part of Paul's two—fold definition of the content of 
creation's hope is given in the phrase tAeueepcallavrat...etc LAeu0epfav 
'Lc c 66gric TVA, TiXVMV TOO esoa. 
Although the translation,"shall be freed into the freedom of...", 
effectively renders the Greek play on words ( AeveepwelosTaimetc AV 
ftetAeofav), it sounds rather strange. This is probably what prompted 
Ambrose to suggest that the force of the preposition etc is temporal here; 
that is, it denotes the time of creation's liberation: it will be freed 
when the children of God receive the freedom of their glory.48 This 
interpretation, however, besides being somewhat artificial, destroys 
the parallelism between the two phrases luta TfrIc 6ouXefac and etc AV 
tAcuOcaay. Since &n6 is clearly directional, it would seem natural to 
interpret etc in the same way. 
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The difficulty occasioned by this construction can be resolved by 
assuming a slight ellipsis here (i.e., a zeugma49  ). Riddle suggests 
that either xaTacTacello&Tal or eicaxereTat might be supplied to make 
clear the sense of the phrase.50 The translation would then be, "Creation 
will be freed from...and brought (or introduced) into", etc.51  
The genitive Tfic 86gic, like its parallel TN 90opac, offers some 
difficulty of interpretation. As mentioned above, it is not possible to 
take it as an objective genitive, while the emphasis of the context pre-
cludes understanding it as a qualitative genitive. This leaves three 
possibilities: (1) Possessive Genitive; (2) Subjective Genitive; (3) 
Appositional Genitive. 
Godet revives the suggestion made already by Gerhard that TN 5471‘ 
should be taken as a Possessive Genitive: "Paul does not say that nature 
will participate in the glory, but only in the liberty of the glory of 
the children of God. Liberty is one of the elements of their glorious 
state..." 
A similar meaning results from taking Tilic 6601c as a subjective 
genitive: "freedom that results from the glorified state of God's child-
ren." Both of these interpretations make a distinction between?) WoOepfa 
and -1) &Sa.
52 This distinction, however, cannot be maintained in light 
of the New Testament usage of WoOspra. The word bLeveepia occurs only 
here in the book of Romans, but its cognates lActiOspoc and tAcuespo5v are 
used quite frequently. As Schlier indicates, the words are used most 
frequently in some quite concrete, rather than general, sense: "...the 
NT uses tXgoftpfa for freedom from sin (R.6:18-23; Jn.8:31-36), from the 
Law (R.7:3f.; 8:2; G1.2:4; 4:21-31; 5:1,13), and from death (R.6:21f; 
8:21). Freedom is freedom from an existence which in sin leads through the 
Law to death."53 Thus Michel notes, "ftuleepfa hat hier nicht eigentlich 
philosophischen Sinn, sondern bedeutet zunRchst ein Befreitsein von der 
VergRnglichkeit and ist ein Zeichen der eschatologischen Verwandlung."54  
The tlxv0epfa in which creation is to participate, then, does not differ 
materially from the 6.6a which belongs to the children of God; for their 
660 is defined in terms of adoptive sonship (v. 17,19,23), that is, "the 
redemption of their bodies" (toloAdTpwat‘ ToU o4 aTo0, or, to put it 
another way, the freeing of the body from its state of corruption (spWood), 
which, in Schlier's terms, means "freedom from an existence which in sin 
leads through the Law to death."55 It follows, then, that the WoOspia 
about which Paul is speaking is virtually synonymous with 7) 4560(=freedom 
from decay).56 Hence, the genitive t  660N, like its parallel TFIC 
96opac, is best taken as an Appositional Genitive: "Creation shall be 
freed from its slavery, that is, from its present state of corruptibility, 
and be introduced into the freedom, that is, into the state of glory that 
belongs to the children of God." 
The meaning of this passage is well summarized by Murray; 
"The liberty of the glory of the children of God" is the liberty 
that consists in the glory of God's children and, as liberty, 
stands in overt contrast with the bondage of corruption. The 
"glory" is that referred to in verses 17, 18. The creation is 
to share, therefore, in the glory that will be bestowed upon the 
children of God. It can only participate in that glory, however, 
in a way that is compatible with its nature as non—rational. 
Yet the glory of the children of God is one that comprises the 
creation also and must not be conceived of apart from the cos—
mic regeneration --the glory of the people of God will be in the 
context of the restitution of all things (cf. Acts 3:21). The 
liberty reserved for the creation is the goal of its "earnest 47  
expectation" and the terminus of its groanings and travailing. 
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It should be quite apparent by now how beautifully constructed this 
entire passage is. As Bartling so aptly expresses it, 
The longer one studies this extraordinary passage the more 
one is impressed by its perfect unity and symmetry. So in—
timately are its several parts related that every phrase, 
almost every word, is related to every other word and phrase 
in the paragraph. Janus—like, each section looks back over 
everything that has preceded it and ahead over all that is 
to follow.58  
The controlling purpose of the entire section (vv. 19-22) is to illustrate 
and confirm the thematic statement of v. 18: The future glory that has 
been promised to God's children is incomparably great. Like a precious 
diamond, this 6la  is held up before the eyes of the reader and slowly 
turned to illuminate its many facets: this 64a, that is to be revealed. 
to us (v.18) is that revelation that belongs to God's children for 
which all creation is waiting (v.19). It is characterized by freedom 
(LX&yeepia), freedom from decay ($n8 T-14 6ouXe(a4 S yeopagl v.20), 
which for creation means freedom from its bondage to vanity (4 vauti6T7rt, 
v.20), and for those who have received the Spirit, redemption of their 
bodies (&noXISTpwat4 To5 atuaTog, v.23), the final confirmation of thir 
adoptive sonship (utoOsara). It is thus both the object of the hope in 
which we are saved (v.24), and the object of creation's expectant wait—
ing, a waiting grounded in its hope (qIanait) of sharing in this self—
same .5,:%a. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
A SIGN OF CREATION'S WAITING 
or5aµsv yap 5T1 naaa xwfat4 auaTevectst xai ouvoLiv&I axpt ¶O v5v. 
"For we know that to this very day all creation has been groaning together 
in the pangs of childbirth" (v. 22). 
The precise connection between this verse and the foregoing is again 
so;;cw1iat difficult to determine because of the ambiguity of the conjunction 
yctp. Lange sees in this verse "the proof of the declaration in ver. 21; 
since [Paul] has proved the proposition of ver. 19 by ver. 20, and of ver. 
20 by ver. 21."1  as we have seen, however, verse 20 does not prove the 
('1111̀ statement in verse 19 (namely, that creation is eagerly awaiting-the-
glorification of the sons of God). It rather erolains that statement in 
terms of why creation must wait (i.e., she was subjected to vanity). Like—
wise, verse 21 does not "prove" verse 20; it rather outlines the content 
of creation's hope, and, taken in conjunction with 4) anfoi (5-cs="that"), 
it gives the basis upon which creation waits: it waits in hope of being 
freed. Both verse 20 and verse 21 are thus connected to the thought of 
verse 19: ecnoxapaboxia Tfel‘ Wrfa&WC•••&TIEX05gX&Tato 
Consequently, Stoeckhardt prefers to take all three of these verses 
(20, 21, and 22) together with verse 19. He writes, "Dieser Satz [v. 22] 
setzt sich mittels ycip an die Hauptansage des Abschnitts, v. 19-22 an, 
die Ansage v. 19, welche v. 20 und 21 begrNndet ist, n.Ymlich, dass die 
Creatur auf die Offenbarung der Kinder Gottes harrt und wartet."
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Meyer, 
however, objects that &noxapeoxia T9‘ XTUTEMC is "much too distant" and 
that its "a12.2, remains quite unnoticed here."3 He proposes instead that 
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this verse be connected with the bibal(61 (5Tt clause of verse 21: "for 
if that hope of glorious deliverance had not been left to it, all nature 
would not have united its groaning and travailing until now."4 He-thu8T 
sees in this verse a confirmation of creation's hope. But in opposition 
to this, Zahn argues, "Nicht zur Degri1ndung des Vorhandenseins einer Hoff—
nung dient der 22. Vers, denn aus dem Seufzen und Schmerzempfinden lasst 
sich das am allerwenigsten erschliessen."5 Zahn himself connects verse 
22 with Tel  yap IlaTatkritlo•AnSTdyi (v. 20a), viewing vv. 20b and 21 as 
a parenthetical statement. He summarizes Paul's thought as follows: "Von 
einer Kn. chtschaft des Verderhes rede ich denn wir wissen ja, dass die 
ganze Schepfung in alien ihren Theilen zusammenstdhnt und in Geburtswehen 
liegt bis auf diesen Tag."6 While not impossible, Zahn's rendering lim—
its the force of verse 22 to a statement of creation's subjection. The 
primary emphasis of the entire pericope, however, is not on creation's 
subjection but on creation's eager expectation which is pointed to as a 
verification of the greatness and certainty of the glory to come. 
All things considered, then, a variation of Stoeckhardt's position 
is the most tenable: verse 22 should be connected with the leading thought 
of the pericope as it is expressed in verse 19. Verse 22 thus becomes 
not simply a proof that creation will be set free (Lange), nor a proof 
of creation's hope (Meyer), not a proof of creation's subjection (Zahn), 
but a general confirmation of the assertion that creation is anxiously 
waitini7 for the day when God's children will be glorified, in the hope 
that it too will share in this glory. Understanding the passage in this 
way preserves the logical progression of thought contained in the peri—
cope: The greatness and certainty of the glory promised to God's children 
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(v. 18) is demonstrated by the fact that all creation is awaiting the 
revelation of that glory (v. 19). Creation must wait because she has 
been subjected to futility together with man (v. 20); but her waiting 
is grounded in the hope that she too will have a share in that glory 
(v. 21). That all of this is true is confirmed by the phrase: onallev 
yap...(v. 22). 
This phrase raises two important questions in the mind of the exe—
gete: (1) Who is the "we" to whose knowledge the apostle Paul appeals? 
and (2) What is the basis of their "knowlege"? 
Phillips translates this verse as follows: "It is plain to anyone 
with eyes to see that at the present time all created life groans in a 
sort of universal travail." He thereby interprets this verse to be a 
reference to mankind's universal experience of disharmony and discord 
within the natural world. 
It is debatable, however, whether this experience is really so uni—
versal after all that Paul could thus appeal to it.7 FUrthermore, this 
phrase, onapsv yap, is used by Paul most frequently as an introductory 
formula in appeals not to human consciousness in general, but to Christ—
ian consciousness (cf. Rom. 2:2, 3:19, 7:14, 8:26, 28).8 So also here, 
the reference is to those who "have received the spirit of adoption" (v. 
15f);namely, to Christians. 
Uhat, then, is the basis of this knowledge to which Paul appeals in 
this verse for confirmation of his previous statements? Paul does not 
elaborate on this. Perhaps he is referring to the general observation 
and experience of the natural world informed by Christian faith and hope, 
which enable the Christian alone correctly to interpret the signs of 
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discord and disharmony around him. Denney suggests that the hermeneutic 
in this case is the Christian consciousness of sin and grace: 
Perhaps we may say that the Christian consciousness of sin 
and redemption is in contrast with the ultimate realities 
of the universe, and that no interpretation of nature can 
be true but one which, like this, is in essential harmony 
with it.9  
Thus, Phillips' paraphrase might be reworded to read, "It is plain to us 
who view nature with the eyes of faith that at the present time . . . ." 
Another possibility is that Paul is appealing to his reader's know-
ledge of the apocalyptic tradition from.which -he-had derived many of the 
thought patterns used in this pericope. The meaning then would be some-
thing like this: "We know--on the basis of this same prophetic-apocalyptic 
tradition--that all creation...." Michel's comments are as accurate as 
any on this matter: 
Wieder versucht Pis zu einer entscheidenden theologischen 
Aussage aber die Schapfung zu kommen; er hebt ihre Wichtig-
keit durch ein einleitendes oroallev yclp hervor. Es ist uns 
verwehrt, die von ihm zitierte apokalyptische,Tradition aus 
der Erfahrung oder Beobachtung. abzuleiten. Es ist aber 
wahrscheinlichl dass Gen 3, 17 nicht welt von Ram 8, 22 
entfernt ist.lu 
At any rate, it is clear from the imagery that he employs in this verse 
(aucTsvectst and auvw8fvet) that Paul himself is interpreting the natural 
phenomena which he perceives in terms bbrrowed from apocalyptic vocab-
ulary. 
The compounds ouoTsvdtm and ouvalarvw are used only here in the New 
Testament; although the simple verbscrrsvdtcoandloarvw (and their cognates 
arsvayuk and Otv) do occur occasionally elsewhere in the scriptures. 
The preciese force of the prefix auv- has been much debated. Some com- 
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mentators have suggested that it refers to the first person plural sub-
ject of the verb oT6ausv.11 Thus: "For we know that all creation groans 
and travails with us to this very day." But in view of the emphasis on 
the whole creation (115ola xTfatc) and the specific reference to the 
children of God in the following verse (o6 Ovov a &XX& xal...), it is 
better to take crov- collectively (="together"), that is, as referring to 
creation in all its parts. So already Theodor of Mopsuestia: potiAcTat 
a anew, OT: atilocovoc Entftixvinat To5To naaa XT(61‘.12 
The verb arevciZcz and its various cognates are used only nine times 
in the New Testament;13 but this "groaning-motif" is a very familiar 
one to readers of the LXX. It occurs most frequently in the later Wisdom 
Literature, especially in the Book of Job and in many of the Psalms of 
Lament.14 Though often not explicitely stated, the underlying theolog-
ical premise for these Psalms of Lament is that Jahweh is a God who hears 
the groans of the poor and unjustly oppressed; and not only does he hear, 
but he acts decisively on their behalf, just as he had done when he de-
livered Israel from its bondage in Egypt.15 Jahweh will not ignore these 
cries. He will deliver his people from their oppression.16 Thus the 
prophet Isaiah can describe the Day of Salvation as a time when all such 
groanings shall cease.17 
Against the background of this Old Testament "groaning-motif", the 
connection between this verse (22) and the central theme of the pericope 
as a whole (creation's "Waiting in Hope") becomes more apparent: We know 
(o7641.sv) that at the present time all creation is groaning together (ov6-
Tsvc1X&I). This groaning is a sign of the bondage (6ouXera) in which 
creation waits (linsx6gxsTat); yet it is also a sign of creation's hope 
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(teani.51), a confirmation of its future deliverance (tAeuesepwellactat). 
For God will not ignore the groanings of creation; he will deliver it 
from its unwilling (oh Nam) subjection to bondage: "Gott lIsst die 
schuldlose Natur nicht vergeblich schreien."18  
The conceptual background of ouoTevrItco, then, is unmistakably Jew-
ish, not, as Michel suggests, Hellenistic.19  This is further confirmed 
by the connection of ouoTsvdtet with ouvuo(vei l which, as even Michel 
himself admits, stems from the world of Jewish apocalyptic thought.2°  
The verb Urvm means literally "to suffer birth-pangs" (from 68iv, 
"birth-pangs", "labor pains") .21 The word is used in its literal sense 
only infrequently in the New Testament and in the LXX.22 Most often it 
is used figuratively, to refer to some kind of intense suffering or an-
guish.
23 
In the later prophets, the word received an eschatological as-
sociation and became a technical term of apocalyptic thought for the 
"Messianic Woes" (rpm 15an), the terrors and torments that were 
sv 
to precede the Messianic age.24  
It would be reading too much into this text, however, to see in the 
figure of a woman in labor an allusion to the birth of a new world out 
of the old, as some commentators suggest.
25 
For the emphasis in this 
verse is not on the labor-birth imagery, but on the suffering-groaning-
bondage imagery. Hence, the force of ouvw6fvet must be derived from its 
connection with moTevatet, not vice versa. That this is indeed the case 
is verified by the fact that no further mention is made of these "birth-
pangs"; whereas the "groaning-motif" is picked up and further elaborated 
in the following verse.
26 always' thus intensifies the force of ow-
Tcvertst: "The whole created world is crying out for release from pain, 
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as a woman cries in childbirth."27  
This groaning in bondage has been going on from the time of the Fall 
OneweLyi) "to this very day" (axpi Toy v0v). This not only emphasizes the 
duration of creation's expectant waiting, it also hints that the realiz—
ation of creation's hope is both imminent and inevitable: "Gott lasst 
die schuldlose Natur nicht vergeblich schreien!" 
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r‘""' 
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gemeinde, den 'Sahne Gottes'; auf Pflanzen und Tiere ist die v. 21 ausge-
sprochene Verheissung nicht anwendbar, so sehr es auch Air sie eine Er-
lasung geben mag." 
21. Supra, p.7-11. 
22. Althaus, p. 93. As Althaus indicates, the notion that the whole 
natural world somehow suffered a "fall" with Adam was a familiar one in 
the Jewish community of Paul's day. This idea is to be found within the 
Old Testament itself (Gen. 3:17-18, II Esdras 7:11-12; cf. the references.  
in the prophets to the effects man's sin still has on creation: Jer. 4: 
23-28, 9:9, 12:4, 14:2-6, Hag. 1:6-11, Zph. 1:3, Is. 24:4-7, Hos. 4:1-3, 
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Blume"; (6) "die Helligkeit der Himmelslichter." Note that the first 
three involve man directly; the last three are directed against creation. 
These six blessings were to be restored to man by the coming Messiah. In 
addition, he would bring with him ten further blessings for man: "Die 
Leuchtkraft der Gestirne wird erhaht; lebendiges Wasser, das all Krank-
heiten heilt, wird fliessen; die Blume bringen jeden Monat FrUchte; die 
zerstarten Stalte werden neu errichtet; Jerusalem wird mit Saphirsteinen 
erbaut; unter den Israeliten herrscht Friede; such mit den Tieren wird 
Israel Frieden haben; Weinen u. Klagen hart auf; der Tod wird nicht mehr 
sein u. Seufzen u. Angstgeschrei u. Stohnen wird nicht mehr gehdrt werden." 
23. ax gxotaa is properly an adjective; but it has an adverbial force. 
Cf. Robertson, p. 549: "The Greek uses the adjective often where the 
English has the adverb. That is, the Greek prefers the personal connection 
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of the adjective with the subject to the adverbial connection with the 
verb." 
24. Hodge, p. 429. 
25. Althaus, p. 93. Cf. Michel, p. 203: "Der Zusatz ouX Ixofiou (da—
gegen ol5 OAoue nach G F) kann bedeuten: 'wider den eigenen Willen' 
bzw. 'ohne eigen Willen'. Hier ist gemeint, dass der Gerichtsakt sich 
nicht shuldhaft, sondern schicksalhaft vollzog, ohne dass die Geschdpfe 
durch eigene Tat an diesem Fall beteiligt wfren. Die Schuld trifft ganz 
den Menschen, die Schdpfung dagegen ist an das Schicksal des Menschen ge—
bunden." 
26. Theodor Zahn, "Die Seufzende Creatur," Jahrbuch fUr Deutsche Theo—
logie,  (1865) X, p. 519. 
27. F. Godet, Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans,  trans—
lated from the French by Cusin (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1883), II, 91. 
28. It is used with the dative of that to which one is to submit him—
self: "Ai yuvaTxcs 6701.claceo-Oe -col% av5pSolv" (Col. 3:18; cf. Titus 2:5); 
oflaaa *uxi) Qopcl.lag 3nep&xo6ortK 3noTaaoioSw" (Rom. 13:1; cf. I Pet. 2:13); 
"T(7) yap vc54 'Mt; Oco5 6noulaavnak" (Rom. 8:7); "r 6ocaloa6vv Toe ()ea 
o6x 13neTdynactv" (Rom. 10:3). 
29. Cf. BAG, p. 638. In support of the view that -n vacig can be taken 
as an equivalent expression for Ta nciv-ra, cf. Eph. 3:9 (IV TS ect;) Ta 
lull/T(1 vricavTt), Col. 1:16 (tv a64 txtroon Ta ndwra), and Rev. 4:11 (a 
gx-rtcac Ta milvTa). 
30. The aorist participle of IhoTdorom is used in only one other passage 
of the New Testament: I Cor. 15:27c, 28c. There the reference clearly 
is to God. 
31. Cf. Michel, p. 203: "Der Unterwerfende (5 dnoTdac) ist sicherlich 
weder Adam noch der Mensch schlechthin, auch nicht der Satan. Der Unter-
werfende kann nur Gott selbst sein, dessen Name hier aus jUdischer Gottes-
scheu vermieden wird." 
32. BAG, p. 180. 
33. George Benedict Winer, A Grammer of the Idiom of the New Testament, 
translated by Henry Thayer from the 7th German edition (Andover: Warren F. 
Draper, 1889), footnote, p. 399. 
34. Against Edmund Hill, "The Construction of Three Passages from St. 
Paul", Catholic Biblical Quarterly,  XXIII (March 1961), 296-297. Hill 
contends that txoUca answers the question how creation was subjected, while 
only sta Tav iluoTaavTa answers the question 34. He thus claims that the 
to m\ two phrases are not the ones that are contrasted; rather the contrast is 
between ax ixot5aa and tqi tX11(45. ; the sta TOv 6no-rdtawra is merely a paren- 
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thetical phrase which explains be6Xni5c. Hill thus arrives at the fol-
lowing punctuation: Tti yap IlaTatoTnT4 71) xTfatc 6neT6en, otiX Ixacra 
Ma--5ta TON, 13noTctrAvTa--4tp Vol16t: 616-rt xal al5A i vactc,.., which he 
translates, "For the creation was subjected to vanity, not willingly (in-
deed) but (nonetheless) in hope because of him who subjected it; for which 
reason creation too shall be set free...." Hill asserts that Paul was not 
concerned with the question mla creation was subjected, but only with the 
question how it was subjected. This seems a rather arbitrary assertion in 
view of the meaning of ax gxobou and Ota 'rev &to-rciavTa as clarified above. 
Furthermore, his claim that both 015x gxeiida and teUnfEt qualify 471c-rdyi 
is open to question, as it shall be pointed out in the next chapter. 
35. Strack-Billerbeck, III, p. 247-254, cite several Rabbinic passages 
which assert that creation was cursed because of its own disobedience: 
e.g., the earth failed to bring forth good fruit, the animals (with the 
exception of the Phoenix!) also ate of the forbidden fruit, etc. 
36. Ibid. In answer to the question why creation had to share in the 
consequences of man's sin, Rabbinic literature offered several explanations: 
(1) Starting from the basic premise that the world was created for man 
(either for his use or in order to serve him), some Rabbis reasoned as 
follows: Once man was lost, of what possible use could the world be to 
God? ("Alle Dinge, sprach Gott, babe Ich um des Menschen willen ins Dasein 
gerufen; der Mensch ist verloren gegangen, was sollen mir noch jene?"). 
As R. Jehoshua ven Qarcha (150 A.D.) explained it: "Gleich einem Menschen, 
der ffir seinen Sohn das Brautgemach herrichtete u. von alien mUglichen 
Arten (Speisen) das Mahl zubereitete. Nach etlichen Tagen starb sein Sohn. 
Da machte er sich auf u. brachte sein Brautgemach in Unordnung (zerstbrt 
es); er sprach: Habe ich es denn nicht bloss wegen meines Sohnes her-
gerichtet? Jetzt, da er tot ist, was soil mir das Brautgemach? Auch Gott 
sprach: Habe ich denn das Vieh u. das Wild nicht bloss um des Menschen 
willen geschaffen? Jetzt, da der Mensch gesUndigt, was soll mir Vieh u. 
Wild?" (2) Others reasoned: Since the earth was the mother of man, she 
too must bear man's curse, in accordance with the traditional saying: 
"Verflucht seien die BrUste, die diesen Menschen gesffugt haben!" They 
base this primarily on Gen. 27:13—"So meinte es auch Rebekka: Auch was 
dich betrefft, auf mich komme der dir geltende Fluch, mein Sohn!". (3) 
Many other Rabbis, however, were content merely to state the fact that 
creation stands under a curse because of Adam's sin, without trying to 
explain the exact relationship involved. 
CHAPTER THREE 
1. BDF, 235(2). 
2. BAG, p. 287. 
3. So RSV and KJV; cf. Vulgate, "qui subiecit eam in spe". 
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14. Philippi, p. 13. 
5. So Althaus, p. 92: "Denn der Nichtigkeit wurde die Kreatur unter—
worfen, nicht mit eigencm Willen, sondern durch den, der sie unterwarf, 
auf Hoffnung hin---. . ."; Kuss, p. 622: "Denn der Nichtigkeit wurde die 
Sch6pfung unterworfen, nicht freiwillig, sondern durch den, der sie un—
terworfen hat, auf Hoffnung hin, dass. . ."; Michel, p. 201: "Denn der 
Leerheit wurde die Schtfpfung unterworfen, nicht mit eigenem Willen, son—
dern durch den, der sie unterworfen hat, auf Hoffnung hin, denn. ."; 
and Schmidt, p. 144: "Denn die Kreatur wurde, ohne Anlass dazu gegeben zu 
haben, sondern um deswillen, der es so wollte, der Nichtigkeit unterstellt 
auf eine Honnnungswelt hin." Cf. also Bartling, p. 64 and Sanday—Headlam, 
p. 208. 
Some of the more recent English versions leave the connection quite 
vague, almost to the point where IT boirEi introduces an entirely new 
thought. Cf. NEB: "It was made the victim of frustration, not by its 
own choice, but because of him who made it so; yet always there was hope. 
. . ."; Phillips: "The world of creation cannot as yet see Reality, not 
because it chooses to be blind, but because in God's purpose it has been 
so limited--yet it has been given hope."; Beck: "Nature must waste away, 
not because it wants to but because its Master would have it so, but nature 
hopes it, too, . . ."; and JB: "It was not for any fault on the part of 
creation that it, was made unable to attain its purpose, it was made so by 
God; but creation still retains the hope of . . .". 
6. Murray, p. 304. 
7. Michel, p. 203. 
8. Cf. Zahn, p. 521: "filer die Hoffnung liege, ob die Creatur, ob der 
Mensch, ob Godd, ist nicht gesagt, sondern nur, dass jene Unterwerfung 
so stattgefunden habe, dass dabei eine Hoffnung geblieben sei, dass man 
hoffen k&ine, die Creatur, wenn sie hoffen kOnnte, der Mensch, der ihre 
Schmerzen sieht, Gott, der all' seiner Geschdpfe mitleidig erbarmt." 
9. BAG, p. 82. 
10. According to Lange, p. 267, Forbes has made a similar suggestion 
regarding the construction of this passage. He outlines the passage as 
follows: 
a. 11 yap tmoxapa6oxia 'r xTfozmc 
b. Tlliv AnoxaX0ty TWV UtWV ToU 0665 tmexotxmat 
Tt yap gaTat6TriTe wriatc OneTclyn 
ax gxoilau (Iva ota TON,  6noTAawra 
A. beanfot aTi Xal tAsuOspmeliasTat toul. 'r boacfac'TN cpeopac 
B. ci< TI)V LAsueepfav -r9 45(%1C TMV TtXVWV ToU 
Ccs:rmenting on this, Lange writes, "This makes the whole of v. 20, except 
'in hope' parenthetical . . . . 'In Hope' is thus made to refer to both 
lines of the parenthesis, yet with the main reference to rinototxvrat. 
The two lines of v. 19 find their parallels in v. 21, while aA refer to 
the expectation or hope that animates creation, bB to the final consum-
mation to which it points." 
11. This is Bartling's evaluation of Forbes' suggestion; he dismisses 
it without further comment. Bartling, p. 64, foot-note 49. 
12. It is possible that Romans 2:12-16 contains an even more extensive 
parenthesis than this one. The gap in thought between tmoXoyonavwv and 
iv 11 714c( (v. 15f) certainly seems to suggest a parenthesis; a logical 
connection for tv 1)µtpq can be found only some distance back. But cf. 
BD, 465(1), for the possibility of asyndeton here. 
13. DD, 465(1). Romans 1:13 is cited as an example of this: art 
nonSxl< nposamv Weil) npac (xai txatiOnv Expt TO5 'Woo) rya 
TtVa xapnav oxiL xal tv 6uiv, where the Tva-clause goes with rposOgmv. 
14. Although Nestle-Aland accept the variant reading 6t6Tt, the evi-
dence is clearly in favor of the 6TI: (1) It is attested by the majority  
of witnesses [all but DEG and a few other NSS of no special importance]; 
(2) It is attested by the earliest witnesses [p27, 46 are both 3rd cent-
ury MSS; the earliest witness for 5:611 is R, a 4th century MS]; (3) It 
is attested by the be ti textual fremi.lv [the Hesychian family, except for 
l'1]; and (4) It is attested by witnesses of a qreater ELeDlraDhieal distri-
bution [61051 supported only by the Western type text; for even t , though 
not specifically Western, is known to include definite Western type read-
ings]. 
The presence of Stem in some MSS is probably due to dittography, the 
scribe reading EAMAIAIOTI instead of EAHIAIOTI.- 
The choice of connectives, however, does not materially effect the 
argument as to its relation to 4 anC.5t; for in Koine Greek, their mean-
ings have become interchangeable (cf. BAG, p. 198 and 5921). 
15. So KJV, RSV, NEB: "because"; Vulgate: "quia"; cf. Althaus, Michel, 
Schmidt: "denn". 
16. So Phillips, Beck, Moffatt: "that"; cf. JB: "hope of being freed"; 
Kuss, "dass". 
17. Alford, p. 394: 45-ri is equal to 'because', not 'that', after 
eXTIK--for then it is not likely that a&rn Icriat‘ would be so emphatically 
repeated." _ _ ---- 
13. Bartling, p. 72: "Paul does not intend, primarily, to describe the 
hope as to its object but to show its validity. The immediate object of 
the hope was already mentioned in verse 19: silv bioXISTpwatv TWV UIMV TOO 
Ocoti. 
19. Thus Philippi's contention (adopted by Bartling, p. 73) that xtrai4, 
contains an epexegesis of dralwhich is really not essential since 
airtil, in allusion to') XT(C1C, V. 20, would have sufficed", is incorrect, 
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-- 
and the phrase should be translated inse puoeuel not, as Philippi has it, 
et inso. Philippi, p. 14. 
20. Bartling, p. 72. He reconstructs the thought as follows: "Nature 
anxiously awaits the Parousia and the manifestation of the glory in God's 
sons, because she is now subjected to frustration. Her subjection was 
caused by man's fall, not by any fault of her own. Therefore, God has 
left her a hope, associated with the revelation of the glory in God's 
children. This is not mere poetry or manner of speaking for 'creation 
shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious lib—
erty of the children of God.'" 
21. Rudolf Bultmann, TAnt<, thnfejo, npoanr653," TDNT, II, 530. 
He cites the following in this connection: Luke 6:34; I Cor. 9:10, II 
Cor. 8:5; I Tim. 3:14; Acts 16:19. 
22. Tbid, p. 531: "If hope is fixed on God, it embraces at once the 
three elements of expectation of the future, trust, and the patience of 
waiting. Any one of these aspects may be emphasized . . . . The term 
0.11.:1) has the element of sure confidence in R. 5:4f; 15:4; I Th. 1:3; 
Nb. 6:11, 10:23. The only point is that we can never isolate a single 
elem-nL." 
23. p. 205. 
24. Cf. Philippians 1:20 ('Scala TTjv Imoxapc8oxfav xai anfSa Gov sTt 
oWvt atoxuvBiloogat"). This is an especially significant passage in that 
it is the only other place in the New Testament where the word iinoxapa6oxfa 
occurs. Notice particularly (1) the 6-rt—clause with the future indicative, 
dependent upon gang: "hope that we shall..."; and (2) the close connection 
between emexapa6oxfa and Dauc. Taking (inoxapat5oxfav xat tXTE(Ea as an 
hendiadys ("hopeful expectation that..."), the phrase is practically the 
equivalent of &noxapeloxfa..4nsx6heTat...4 anfat (iTt (Romans 8:19ff). 
25. Romans 8:21 and 23 are relatively simple cases in comparison with 
I Thess. 1:3 which contains two simple genitives, two in apposition, three 
together, one of the person and another of the thing. Cf. BD, 168, and 
Robertson, p. 503 for further examples. 
26. BD, 180, 211. 
27. So RSV; cf. Moffatt ("thraldom to decay") and JB ("slavery to decad—
ence"). 
28. Cf. Beck, "slavery that destroys it". 
29. None of the versions render it in this way, perhaps because of the 
difficulty of expressing this sense in English. 
30. Cf. NEB, "shackles of mortality". German versions generally retain 
the ambiguity of the genitive by merely translating "der"--cf. KTV, "of". 
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The appositional sense, too, is not easily rendered into English. 
31. Lange, p. 272. 
32. Sanday—Headlam, p. 208. 
33. Luther translates TN 454-n4 as a qualitative genitive ("zu den 
herrlichen Freiheit"), but not •ril TeoPac. Likewise, Phillips ("magnif—
icant liberty" for Wyecorav TN 547-K but "tyranny of change" for 
boOkera< Teoba0, KJV, RSV, and Moffatt. Cf. the comment by C.F.D. 
Moule, An Idiom Book of the Crreek New Testament (2nd Edition, Cambridge: 
University Press, 1959), p. 175; "It would be misplaced subtelty to 
translate Rom. 8:21. . .as corrupting hondALe, when it obviously [sic!] 
Means bmdare to corruntion (or Trali12); although in the same verse it 
seems more natural to translate -my 61.Evesprav Trl‘ 647.14 'semitically' 
as plc.rjous freedom (rather than, for example, freedom consisting in the 
rr1C•r 
34. Cf. the outline of the wider context given above, p. 1. 
35. Sanday—Headlam, p. 208. Cf. Michel, p. 203: "Vielleicht sollte 
man doch darauf acten, dass ein besonderer Akzent auf den Begriff Herr—
lichkeit liegen bleibt." Also, Riddle, p. 272: "...the hendiadys of the 
E.V. (glorious liberty) is totally incorrect. It makes the prominent 
idea of the whole clause a mere attribute." 
36. J. Chr. v. Hofmann, Die Heilige Schrift Neuen Testaments (Ntirdingen: 
C.H. Beck'sche Buchhandlung, 1868), Theil 3, p. 333, as quoted in Bartling, 
p. 74. 
37. This is Bartling's characterization. Gerhard seems to be operating 
with much the same distinction when he speaks about Creation being freed 
from bondage but not necessarily from corruption; just as Christians are 
freed from the bondage of sin, but not from sin itself: "addimus . . . 
apostolum nequaquam dicere, quod liberanda sit creatura a corruptione, 
quae phrasis substantiali interitui opposite videri poterat, sed a ser—
vitute corrdptionis, quae eidem minime adversatur. . . . Si creaturae 
liberantur a servitute corruntionis, h. e. a servitio, quod hominibus 
impiis in hac vita mortali impendere conguntur„ interim tamen ipsae non 
aunt nec fiunt liberae a corruptione." Johann Gerhard, Loci Theolo4ei  
(Lipsiae: J.C. Hinrichs, 1875), IX, p. 175b, as quoted in Nestor Beck, 
p. 43. 
38. In Lange, p. 272. 
39. p. 865. 
40. Ibid; II Peter 2:19 is also cited in this connection. 
41. It would then parallelp.tvrai&mg which also may have ethical 
overtones. See above, p. 18f. 
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42. Cf. JB, "slavery to decadence". 
43. nurray, p. 304, footnote 30: "If pOop& has here ethical connotation 
(cf. Gal. 6:8; II Pet. 1:4; 2:19), then the bondage would be the bondage 
proceeding from man's ethical depravity, the bondage to which creation is 
subjected as a result of man's sin, and OWL itself would not be predi-
cated of the creation." 
44. RAG, p. 865. 
45. Even the II Peter passages could well be understood in this sense, 
rather than in the sense suggested by BAG. Thus, II Peter 1:4 would not 
be translated "the depravity that exists in the world because of passion" 
(BAG ), but "the physical corruption that exists in the world because of 
sinful passion (tr,tauga)." Likewise, II Peter 2:19 could be understood 
to mean that men become slaves of the state of being perishable (Eloaot 
TIc (peopac) as a result of their licentious passions of the flesh (tv 
triteugatc oapx6 Itaayslatc). 
46. Michel, p. 204, footnote 1: ". . . der Begriff der (pOop& hat noch 
ein substantielles Element in sich, wie Lagrii 209 mit Recht hervorhebt. 
Es ist beachtlich, dass. . .90opd nur an dieser Stelle im Wimerbrief auf-
taueht. Das Subst. findet sich vor allem in apokalyptischen Traditionen 
(I Kor 15, 42. 50; Gal 6,8). Gegensatz zu TOopec ist 40apafa, ILeavaafa und 
to.17*) Auch in der jUdischen Apokalyptik begegnet uns der Tod als 
Verordnung Gottes Vber Adam und seine Nachkommen nicht selten (IV Esr 3,7; 
7,118f.; Apk Bar 23,4). Allerdings werden Nichtigkeit und Vergfnglichkeit 
der Schdpfung nicht ohne weiteres auf die Side Adams zurackgefahrt (Str. 
B. III 247ff.)." 
47. NEB. 
48. Gerhard adopts Ambrose' interpretation: "Ex phrasi eis eleutherian  
colligi nequit, terninum ad quern liberationis fore unum ac eundem creaturae 
cum filiis Del, alias enim sequeretur, creaturam etiam vitae aeternae et 
coelestis gloriae fillis Dei promissae fore participem, sed denotatur dun-
taxat ljberationis tempus, ut ex Ambrosio monuimas." Quoted in Nestor 
Beck, p. 45, footnote 45. 
49. BD, 479(2) defines zeugma as "a special type of ellipsis requiring 
a different verb to be supplied • . ., i.e., one verb is used with two 
objects (subjects) but suits only one." In this passage, fteue&NOTIovcai 
is used with two prepositional phrases (line, and sic), but suits only the 
one (6T.6). The sense is clear, but some verb appropriate to the sic-clause 
must be supplied mentally. 
50. In Lange, p. 272. Cf. Hodge, p. 431 and Philippi, p. 14. 
51. Cf. BAG, p. 229: 'be freed and come to"; RSV, "be freed from...and 
obtain". 
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52. Cf. the distinction which Hofmann makes between SouAefa and yeopct 
sunra, p. 33. 
53. Heinrich Schlier, "LX660&pon, Wyeep&o, LAcuelepra, bmActieepoc l it 
MT, IV, p. 496. 
54. Michel, p. 203. 
55. Cf. Kittel, TDNT, II, p. 250: "Through Christ the aria Tenetv-
cSacu< is in the resurrection 0151410P(Pon TcjS cdpaTt "r9 454% aka Phil. 
3:21. Believers will have a share in his appearing to; 664: ay d 
cavepwOlasee Iv 664), Col. 3:4. We are onyxXnnov6Ilot Xpota l and there- 
fore ouvootaa0(,:cv , R. 8:17. He is tXrE1( S6 r) Col. 1:27. This 
means that when the NT refers to the eschatological participation of be-
lievers in 54a this is simply part of the general statement of salvation 
history concerning the connexion and parallelism between the resurrection 
of Chi-ist and the resurrection and new aeon of believers. Participation 
in 5&:a, whether in hope or one day in consummation, is participation in 
Christ. As it is only in the resurrection that God's aim for man is 
achieved, so His xeaeiv is fulfilled only in the aUNton 56a which is 
the true goal of vocation (1 Pt. 5:4, 10; 1 Th. 2:12; 2 Th. 2:14, 2Cor. 
4:17; 2 Tm. 2:10). Hence it is an object of hope the certainty of which 
maybe a theme of rejoicing (R. 5:2)." 
56. Cf. I Cor. 15:42 and Romans 2:7 where 66ta occurs in synomous par-
allelism with typeapafa. 
57. Murray, p. 304. As he correctly notes, "this representation is not 
consistent with the notion sometimes entertained that the material creation 
is to be annihilated. . . .", p.304, footnote 28. Althaus comments on this 
passage as follows: 'Welt und Mensch stehen bei Paulus, wie in der j/disch-
en Apokalyptik, in Schicksalsgemeinschaft. Seine Theologie hat es nicht 
nur mit dem Heil der Mensehheit zu tun, sondern eben darin zugleich mit 
der ganzen Schdpfung. Mit dem Menschen ist die gauze geschaffene Welt 
ihrem Urstand entfremdet. Mit dem Mensehen wird die Welt erldst, nicht 
der Mensch ohne die Welt und vor ihr. Nirgends tritt der ungriechische 
imd im,ustoscje Charakter der Theologie des Apostels so stark heraus wie 
hier. Der Wiedergeborene ist nicht in ein Jenseits entrackt, von dem aus 
er die Welt ihrem Schicksal ruhig preisgeben kdnnte. Er wird nicht aus 
der Welt erldst, sondern mit ihr. Seine Erldsung ist nicht Preisgabe der 
Welt, sondern Anbruch der Welterldsung. Dieser Zusammenhang ist Mr Paulus 
einfach damit gegeben, dass der Uensch leib ist. Als soicher ist er offen-
kundig in den Kosmos verflochten, ein Tell seiner. 'tie die mystische 
Preisgabe der Welt und Seelenglaube, so hdngen Welt=umfassende Hoffnung 
und Erfassung des Nenschen in seiner Leiblichkeit zusammen." (p. 93)• 
:ygren, too, recognizes the cosmic implications of the redemption 
outlined in this passage: "The redemption of mankind is also to be the 
redemption of creation. For Paul the two go hand in hand and are insep-
arably united. Just as God, on the day of resurrection, will give man a 
body which corresponds to the new aeon of glory, a "spiritual body", so 
He will, create a corresponding new cosmos, "new heavens and a new earth". 
G,3 
So the conzumrAation will not come by any autmatic process of development. 
God does indeed lead the whole creation on toward a goal which He has 
fixed definitely; but the consummation will come through His own mighty 
action; and it will concern not only individuals, but it will have cosmic 
meaning and cosmic dimensions" (p. 332). 
Likewise, Brinkman, II, p. 366: "That there is a connection between 
this passage and theories of world-regeneration and world-renewal which 
were common in the N.T. times is a commonplace. The doctrine of world 
regeneration is the direct teaching of Christ (Mt. 29,28) while the 'new 
heavens' and the 'new earth' of Isaias are of.  course echoed in 2 Pet. 3:13 
and in Apocalypse 21:21. forks such as the book of Jubileesr-Enechl -and—
the Apocalypse of Baruch and 4 Esdras-all contain the doctrine of the 
renewal of creation" [cf.-Jub. 1:29; I Enoch 45:4; 72:1; 2 Bar. 32:6; 
44:12; 57:2; 4 Esdras 5:45; 7:75]. 
58. Bartling, p. 71. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
1.  """? p. 41.,o• 
2. G. Stoeckhardt, novnr!ltv her den Prier Pauli an die Rimer (St. 
Louis: Concordia Publishing Hou.se, 1907), p. 376. 
3. Meyer, p. 325. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Zahn, p. 523. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Cf. Riddle's note in Lange, p. 273: "Prof. Smart urges that the 
longing of the natural world was not so familiar to all, that the Apostle 
could thus appeal to consciousness." 
8. Also II Cor. 5:1, I Tim. 1:8. Cf. the frequent use of oT6alt in 
I Cor. 6. 
9. James Denney, "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans", in The Expositor's  
Greek Testat (London: Hodder and Stoughton Ltd, n.d.), P. 650. 
10. 1.achel, p. 204. 
11. So John Calvin, Commentary upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the  
Romans (translated by Chr. Rosdell; Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 
1S4iTT: p. 219: "It joineth them (the creature) for companions to us." 
Schmidt also adopts this interpretation; for it is especially amenable 
to his view that xTfat4 means "mankind": ". . .die ander Deutung, welche 
fil"\ 
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das Guy— mit der ersten Person Plural in oTbaticv verbindet, ist auch met—
lich. Vom Leiden der Christen hatte ja die ganze Betrachtung ihren Aus—
gang 1:-(mommen (v. 17d und 18); auch erfolA die besondere ErwIlhnung der 
Gotteskinder in v. 23 nur unter dem besonderen Geschichtspunkt der Geist—
gabe. Wir (nftlich die Christen) wissen, dass die ganze Nenschheit 
dieses hoffnungsvolle Leid, diesen Geburtsschmerz des Erlesungslebens mit 
uns, den schon berufenen Kindern Gottes miterlebt: sie leidet mit, um 
mit verherrlicht zu werden (v. 17b). Der Satz will also nicht bloss sagen: 
Gott wird und kann das Wengeschrei seiner Kreatur nicht dberhdren, oder: 
dberall findet sich dasselbe Leid, das auch uns bednYckt; das Schmerzer—
lebnis, wie Paulus es hier meint, ist nicht als Ausdruck einer verzweifel—
ten Lase zu verstehen, sondern als 'Geburtsschmerz', der schon Anfang der 
Erldsung ist. Nur so verstanden dient der Satz dem von Paulus beabsicht—
igten Erweis: Das Leiderlebnis kann die Heilsgewissheit nicht anfechten, 
well es ja immer schon selbst in den heilsgeschichtlichen Prozess hinein—
gehtirt." 
12. Quoted by Lange, p. 273. 
13. ETcv643 (11 Car. 5:2, 4; Hb. 13:17; Rom. 6:23; James 5:9; I'2. 7:34); 
atevayak (Acts 7:34; Rom. 8:26); oucT6v&w (Rom. 8:22). 
14. Cf. Job 3:24, 23:2, 9:27; Psalm 6:6, 30(31):10, 37(38):8,9, 101 
(102):5. 
15. Cf. Ex. 2:23f: "And the people of Israel groaned under their bon—
dage, and cried out for help, and their cry under bondage came up to God. 
And God heard their groaning, and God remembered his covenant with Abraham, 
with Isaac, and with Jacob." Ex. 6:5; Psalm 11(12):5: "Because the poor 
are despoiled, because the needy groan, I will now arise, says the Lord; 
I will place him in the safety for which he longs." Psalm 101(102): 20; 
and Isaiah 21:2. 
16. Cf. Judges 2:18--"Whenever the Lord raised up judges for them, the 
Lord was with the judge, and he saved them from the hand of.- their enemies 
all the days of the judge; for the Lord was moved to pity by their groan—
ing because of those who afflicted and oppressed them." 
17. Isaiah 35:10 (=51:11)..  
18. Althaus, p. 93. 
19. p. 204: "Es scheint zunichst so, als weise das 'Seufzen' 
starker in die hellenistische Erlosungsfrdmmigkeit, das Bild der Wehen 
aber in die apokalyptische Vorstellungswelt." 
20. Ibid. 
21. BAG, p. 904. 
22. Ca. 8:5; Is. 45:10, 51:2, 54:1; cf. I Kings 4:19, III Kings 19:3, 
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Sir. 7:27, Ho. 9:11, 13:13. 
23. Si. 19:11, 31 (34):5,  48:19, Jer. 4:31, 29(49):22. Cf. Ex. 15:14; 
Deut. 2:25, II Kings 22:6, Ps. 17(18):4,5, 47(48):6, 114(116):3, Is. 13:8, 
21:23, 26:17, Jer. 6:24, 8:21, 13:21, 22:23, 27(50):43. 
24. BAG, P. 904, and Strack—Billerbeck, I, 950. Cf. Is. 26:17, 66:7, 
Jer. 22:23, Hos. 13:13, Micah 4:9f, II Es. 7:62ff and 10:9ff. 
25. Lange, p. 273: "The figure is happily chosen, not only because it 
announces a new birth and a new form of the earth, but because it reflects 
in travailing Eve the fate of the travailing earth, and vice versa." 
Cf. Zahn, p. 525: "Der Vergleich selbst ist ein passender, weil 
die Schmerzen der Creatur, wie aus dem Vorigen klar ist, die Geburt einer 
neuen Welt aus der alten hinweisen." 
26. Michel, p. 204: "aucrev6%etv (v. 22) wird durch atevectsiv (v.. 23) 
and orravamoi‘ (v. 26) aufgenommen, so dass eine bestimmte Reihe oder 
Stufenfolge entsteht: Sch6pfUng, Sahnen Gottes, der Geist selbst. Damit 
ergibt sich eine Steigerung 'von unten nach oben'. Es fait auf, dass 
da6 ovvuaivstv nicht erltlutert oder weitergefUhrt wird; es muss also eine 
Ergnzung zu auoTev'siv bilden." 
27. Knox, p. 521: "We observed above Paul's sensitiveness to the 
pathos of nature's plight of subjection to futility; here he alludes 
more particularly to the sorrow of nature. He thinks of the sufferings 
of animals--the weak devoured by the strong—of the ruthless destruction 
of plant life, of natural catastrophes of all kinds; he listens, it is 
not too fanciful to suggest, to the cryingofPle.wind and-the sea; and 
he receives an impression that all of nature is 'groaning in travail 
together', i.e., in all its parts. The whole created world is crying 
out for release. . . ." 
Moffatt's translation catches this emphasis on the groaning of 
creation: "To this day, we know, the entire creation sighs and throbs 
with pain," [emphasis added]. 
That the emphasis is on ouarev&et can also be seen from the only 
other passage in scripture in which both arevdtm and 66(vm occur together: 
Jeremiah 4:31, where the labor—pains imagery is used merely to heighten 
the impact of the anguished groaing. 
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